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 Mitali 
She was young, she was bold and beautiful  
To her family and friends always faithful; 
Her hair was curly with beautiful hair cut  
Blue eyes showed deepness but quite; 
Smile everyday even though she is sad 
Only anger can distract and make her mad; 
Her soul lives with animals and her pet  
She feeds a street dog wherever she met; 
Never did any harm to anyone knowingly  
Yet hurdles came to her life continuously; 
She felt ashamed to show weakness and cry 
In sadness play her violin and remain shy; 
She was talkative all of her friends know 
When she brings smiles to others her face glow; 
Showed courage and confidence during toughest time  
Soon she proved that everything is fine; 
Lived her life as per her choices and will  
Her void in our lives nothing can fill. 
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My Wife Mitali 
She was my eyes, ears and nose  

Looks better than a beautiful rose  

No one in the world was so close  

Her smiles gave me inspiring dose  

Now without her, my life is in pause; 

The heart is now empty and void  

Every moment, tears I can't avoid  

Without her smiles, life is now burden 

In life, Mitali was my beloved warden  

Why did God call her all of a sudden? 
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She Made Me Decent 
 

I was lying as an ordinary piece of coal  

With love and care she made my soul  

In her two beautiful arms she hold  

Put pressure to make me strong and bold 

She forced me to blow hot, blow cold  

Finally, I became her diamond studded with gold; 

I was dirty, disorganized and easy going  

She forced me to be decent and moving  

Visited Temple and Church for praying  

Never thought the holistic she is dying  

Now I have no alternative except crying.  
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Straight Forward Mitali 
She was straight forward, misunderstood by many  

Straight line was her life's course and tourney  

Yet colourful and joyful her life's straight journey; 

Disliked lie, hypocrisy, and double standards very much  

In life so she faced lot of hurdles and curse  

Still on honesty, truth and God she trusts; 

She was loved by kids and animals like mother  

With her company, everyone feels beautiful weather  

Her external smiles and love attract animals nearer; 

Storms always destroy straight and tall trees first  

God took her early to him because of her trust  

In the domain of our lives, she will never become past. 
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Beloved Wife Mitali 
Mitali is my beloved wife  

At the same time, she was my life  

Without water life on earth impossible  

In absence of wife, life is now measurable  

Every moment her absence is palpable; 

The night is dark, and sky is full of black clouds  

Mind is full of thousands of unanswered doubts  

Fireflies are the only source of light to move forward  

Moving few steps forward will be big reward  

The Sun will rise again and will bring new award. 
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Who Will Cry? 
When I die, only selected few will cry  
For new friends, whole life I did not try 
To develop relationships, I remain shy 
I thought love, respect money can buy; 
Whole life I was busy for career and money  
On these two points, I concentrated journey  
With Nature, I forgot to keep balance and harmony  
Now suddenly destiny ends my tourney; 
I am alone in graveyard, no one coming  
Missed life without thinking departure timing  
So, in the graveyard, lonely me is crying  
For a better journey never stop trying; 
No one will remember you for the money you get  
But for the relationships with people, you met  
Today is the best time for a new attitude to set  
Once the train leaves the platform, it will be too late. 
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Pain And Pleasure 
 

Now I am doing everything in pain  

Yet doing everything for comfort to gain 

Don't know whether comfort will give pleasure; 

Pleasure and pain lives in same place  

When one expresses the other take rest 

But life long they live in the same nest; 

Even the extreme pain in body, brain can't tolerate  

Some people induce pain in body for pleasure  

There is no remedy for grief except surrender.  
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Mistry Is Still Elusive 
 

Mystery of creation still elusive  

To the unknown we are submissive  

We don't know the reason of our existence  

Single step we can't move without resistance  

Everywhere the natural forces have presence; 

If we ask fundamental questions, we have no answers 

Not convincing science and religion browsers 

No proof that the prophets had actually met God  

In comparison to the universe, science is tiny tod  

After birth, we are forced to live but death we can't avoid. 
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No Answer 
Birth, marriage and death is in the hand of God  

We never wished to be born nor die in uncertainty  

Once married, it also ends in separation  

Either through divorce or through death  

But for separation we never do preparation; 

Every story is different without any control  

To face the separation some are strong and bold 

Some cannot withstand and quickly become old 

Ask questions to God without any answer  

This way life continues in the world forever.  
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God's Wishes I Must Abide 
 

Everything in the house reminds same  

But changed the rules of life's game  

Without one hand and a leg, I am lame  

For the situation no one I can blame  

My heart is now caged in a photo frame; 

Life changed forever till I remain alive  

The pain and grief will never subside  

In my heart it will always reside  

My love and affection for her is my pride  

I have no option; God's wishes I have to abide.  
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I Dream For A Better Tomorrow 
But..... 
 

In the night I always dream for a better tomorrow  

But the newspaper in the morning brings me sorrow  

Cruelty and intolerance of man increases every day  

I lost hope for better tomorrow, rainbow and its ray  

For cruelty, intolerance, hatred, mankind will heavily pay; 

People can easily kill father, mother, wife, near and dear  

For sin and punishment most of the people don't fear  

Technology has reached its peak looking for new universe  

But the mindset of civilized man is going reverse  

A world with violence, war and killing no one deserve.  
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Life Promises Nothing 
 

In the end of the journey, life promises nothing  

Yet we are all busy doing something  

Life forced us to do eating, smiling and crying  

We know in this universe nothing is everlasting  

In the arrow of time, there is no bargaining; 

The journey is tough, tears and full of sorrow  

Our hope is for good days and better tomorrow  

No one knows that tomorrow he may need transplant of bone 
marrow  

To keep him alive family and friends have to borrow  

But life promises nothing, but grief and sorrow.  
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Life Is Tough 
Life is unfair, difficult and tough  

The road ahead may be rough  

We may not get opportunity to laugh  

An invisible virus may bring cough; 

In the long run, journey is the reward  

We have no alternative but to move forward 

Those who stop the journey are coward  

Take little rest inside the tunnel when tired; 

The tight rope walk is difficult to balance  

Fear of fall down will give big resistance  

Then it is better to move in silence  

Complete the journey with due diligence.  
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Everyone Has Different Story 
Everyone has a different life story to tell  

For some life is heaven, for someone hell  

Different people will feel different smell  

Any moment any one can hear warning bell 

Yet happiness, joy, smiles we try to sell; 

The story of Cinderella is not true  

During childhood we had no clue  

Yet we move on to become a superman  

During old age we realize we are lame hen  

But the memory of good story brings smiles even then.  
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I Am in A Black Hole 
 

I am walking in the darkness of a black hole  

Neither light can come nor escape from it 

As if the big bang has not yet occurred  

There is no past, present or future; 

My existence is only my consciousness  

Not in the form of matter, energy, or anything else  

Even the existence of God in the black hole is false; 

Even the soul, light, sound all is immaterial  

The back hole and its infinite gravity are real 

One day an explosion may happen, and a new baby will cry.  
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Is Life Has A Reason? 
 

We say everything happens for a reason 

But the sufferers landed in mental prison  

For them the happening is worst solution  

Grief and trauma are God's wrong creation; 

Many innocent sufferers without any reason  

For them the remaining life becomes poison  

They move in darkness without direction  

No one knows what is life's final destination; 

We don't know even the reason of life 

But life forced to walk on a sharp knife  

Sometimes forget the bleeding in hype  

One day life ended without reason and wife. 
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In The Domain of Time 
 

In the domain of time no one is hero  

Tomorrow you may become zero  

Everyday heroes died and born  

Only for few weeks people mourn; 

Alexander, Napoleon not different  

They also died in the ever flowing current 

Destiny can take you from world any moment  

Rest in peace will be the people’s comment; 

Your footprints may not remain on sand of time  

If you can live well and happily that is prime  

Don't spoil your time in hatred, anger and crime 

Even the hero doesn’t know tomorrow is not his time. 
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Waiting For My Gown 
 

No one will understand depth of my grief  

Nothing in the world can give me relief  

Life is now tougher than climbing a cliff; 

Spirituality was not the way of my journey  

Doing good to mankind was my tourney  

I choose this path from available many; 

Now the pillars of my life broke down  

No need in life anymore wealth and crown  

Waiting eagerly for my funeral gown. 
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Rituals 
All rituals for the dead are fake  

In their benefits the priest take  

In grief, rituals only put brake  

Different journey for us rituals can't make  

In dear one’s death we are in grief lake; 

Yet, for us rituals divert attention  

But from grief it is temporary solution  

Again, and again grief comes with new resolution  

Time can only make slow dilution  

Our life becomes a slave of the situation.  
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The Best Healer 
People say time is the best healer  

But sometimes it becomes a killer 

Sometimes time is grief carrier  

Sweet memories can make merrier  

In the memory lane no time barrier; 

In physical world past is gone forever  

But in the mind, everything we remember  

Nothing erodes from our hearts chamber  

The departed souls become more dearer 

Good memories also make us stronger.  
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We Need Mental Integration 
We have seen natural evolution  

We have seen natural selection 

We have seen God's incarnation  

We have seen political revolution  

But our problems have no solution; 

We now need better consideration  

We now need though rationalization  

We now need scientific standardization  

We don't need any more permutation  

We need religion, politics, and science integration. 
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The Missing Link 
The link, monkeys losing tail and becoming homosapien is still 
missing  
Though in the name of civilization, the nature, human beings are 
destroying  
Before the arrival of homosapien, the environment was calm and 
pure  
All living beings were getting enough food to eat and survive was 
sure 
The survival of the fittest was the law of nature during that time also 
But biodiversity and ecological balance was followed by animals in 
toto  
No need to cut trees, destroy hills and islands in the name of 
progress  
The roads, dams, airports pushed too many species to distress  
The bombs and wars not only killed millions of human beings  
It also destroyed many other natural and living things  
The double-edged sword of civilization will one day force extinction 
of man  
The four-footed animals will rule the planet once again.  
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We Are Not at Peak 
We claim that our civilization is best and superior  

All other older civilizations were agrarian and inferior  

We claim this even after learning about relativity  

Claiming the present civilization as superior is stupidity  

Civilizations came and vanished in the domain of time 

To rate a civilization, advance or agrarian, time is prime  

After several thousand years, our civilization will become 
underdeveloped  

The people of that time will laugh at us, we were stupid and inferior  

Don't claim that we are at the top of development now  

We are only carrying the flag of relay race destroying nature 
somehow.  
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Back Biting 
Conflict of minds is real and can happen  

Telepathy natural signals to supplement  

Back biting can transmit the signals  

To receive the concerned human is logical  

Friends turn foe and foe become dear  

For backbiting and criticise better to fear  

There is no permanent friend or foe in life 

Everything is matter of convenience and gain  

Friends and foe come and leave, depending on rain  

Praise or love someone remotely without communication  

You can observe another person's positive attention  

Don't ignite conflicts of mind with back biting  

Your solitary bad remarks may become disturbing.  
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The Four Goals 
The goal of life is good food, good sleep, good health and peace of 
mind 
All these important things of life are easy to achieve and find  
Only requirement is focus and discipline in day-to-day life 
When discipline becomes your habit, you can easily achieve these  
No need to pay doctors or spiritual gurus, a hefty fees  
Once you can get rid of your ego, greed and embrace positive 
attitude  
It is very easy to achieve all the good and solitude  
We always take difficult path and terrain to good sleep  
Simply walking and doing activities, good sleep you can achieve  
Tension free mind also necessary for sleep, meditation can give  
Your expenses in gym, for a sightseeing trip, you can keep 
For good sleep no need of palatial building for you  
Even on roadside, sleeping well, you can find few  
Change your attitude and mindset to achieve the fundamental things  
Moving forward with simplicity, you can smile and sing.  
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The Paradox 
Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and silicon came from where how and 
why 
Science has no perfect and convincing formula or explanation  
Big-Bang is only debatable and non-verified imagination and 
postulation  
After combination of hydrogen and oxygen, science has all 
description 
Why the process of evolution started to create living things is 
unknown  
We are only told that from combination of atoms we have grown  
At some point of explorations, religions are in better position  
Through the invisible almighty God, they have all solution  
But inquisitive minds will always ask when how and why atoms 
combined  
To resolve all the paradoxes, the human brain and scientists are 
determined.  
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Consciousness Of All Animals Are 
Not Same 
Consciousness of all mammals are not same 

For this, evolution process is to be blame  

Through the same evolution, they also came  

But in between the process, they remain lame  

Human beings took all credits and fame; 

The different consciousness is also a missing link  

Even in mammals, male and female differently blink  

All the roses are also not of the same colour pink  

The reason for the missing link is difficult to think  

All materials are made of protons and electrons, but all are not zinc.  
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Life Is Only a Circus 
In the world, we don't have a real purpose  

In fact, we all are jokers in the big circus  

All theories about our purpose are bogus  

Our lives are no different from the fungus  

The so-called purpose is mental valgus; 

A random cosmic event, that is called life  

In false hope of excellence, we try to strive  

We realize late that life is double edge knife  

At eighty plus age, all understand purpose was hype  

Life was only a funny circus of different type. 
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Problem Of Insecurity 
We are heartbroken not because of failure  

We are heartbroken because, we are insecure  

We don't know how long will last our tenure  

But journey is uncertain, that we are sure  

For broken heart, there is no quick fix cure; 

Insecurity is problem for most of the people  

Even for the richest, to overcome it is not simple  

In failure, their sufferings may be triple  

In breaking hearts, insecurity creates ripple 

Ultimately people take refuse in Jesus and Bible.  
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In Sufficient Knowledge To Answer 
I asked, my journey is how long?  how long? 

They only replied, be strong, be strong  

Is asking how long is fundamentally wrong? 

When we ask, how long, we are considered tong  

Those who question, are put in a different hong; 

Knowledge, wisdom and curiosity forced to ask 

But in the present-day knowledge pool, it is difficult task 

In this question, religion and science try to put mask  

Without the answer also, in sunshine, life can bask  

During our lifetime, the answer will not unmask. 
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Why Old Fear Death? 
All old people fear death, because it is painful truth  

For truth and justice, fight is always lead by youth  

I don't fear death, never comes from young men's mouth  

Because young people know that telling it is untruth  

But old man saying, I don’t fear death needs couth; 

Fear for death and desire for life is basic instinct  

At old age too many unfulfilled wishes become distinct  

Many of old man's best friends already extinct  

The courage to accept reality of death becomes tinct  

For old people truth and reality becoming succinct.  
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Don't Blame Others 
Don't blame anyone for your failure  

In your life, you are the captain sailor  

Battle of life you have to fight as lonely warrior  

You have to be courageous and your own saviour  

Success or failure, one day you will become senior; 

For failure, we used to blame other  

Sometimes we say, it is because of father  

Many orphans become successful without mother  

So, for failure, blame yourself rather  

Correct yourself now, you will not get life another.  
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Comparison And Competition 
We live in the periphery of a globe called world  

With comparisons we can never become bold  

Our own life and strengths we have to uphold  

Otherwise, our beautiful story will remain untold  

Rather than comparing, your own story unfold; 

If you are in the competition to acquire material thing 

Lots of misery and useless belongings it will bring  

You are unlikely to go to the grave becoming a king  

Even like Alexander, in the middle may snap, your sting  

It is better to be satisfied with the necessity of human being. 
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Journey With Same Lateen 
Grass on the other side is always green  

To envy neighbours, people are very keen  

Inside there is pain, look at Diana queen  

Celebrating others success, rarely seen  

It happens only among few friendly teen; 

To show the outside world, people preen  

As neighbour, you should behave like tween  

Envying neighbours should be out of your screen  

With your skills, make your own beautiful treen  

Your journey is on the same boat with same lateen. 
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Did You Appreciate Any One 
Yesterday? 
It is important to learn to appreciate  

Our life, naturally everyday depreciate  

In social activities, it is important to participate  

Social life and relationships are very delicate  

To love and respect us, to no one we can dictate; 

In social life, no one is interior or our subordinate  

Our appreciation, through respect, people will reciprocate  

With written appreciation, important to authenticate  

If we always criticise alone, people will alienate  

Appreciation with a smile is a good way to motivate. 
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Let's Think Positive, Work 
Constructive 
Let us not worry about the purpose of life  

It is better to enjoy with friends and wife 

If we think about infinite galaxies and stars  

It will never help to stop quarrels and wars  

Till now we even don't details know about Mars; 

Individual can describe own purpose, but that is relative  

The description by different religions is also subjective  

Science even can't give a definition of purpose, indicative  

The approach of religion about purpose is conservative  

We should have our own purpose and move, that must be positive.  
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The Ultimate Goal 
Whether we are rich or poor or middle class  

The final goal is for good digestion and sleep  

Without these two, good health we can't keep  

We spent sleepless nights to earn more  

But to sleep well at night is life's goal core; 

Neither money, nor soft bed can give, sleep excellent  

For this, good health and physical work is important  

Even to have a full meal, to be hungry is pertinent  

With poor appetite and bad sleep, happiness elude  

For peace of mind and good health also they include.  
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 Do Not Do Rituals For Me 
Don't do rituals when I die  
If you really love just cry  
Otherwise with smile say bye; 
All rituals are false and lie  
To extract money the Priest try  
Without money the Priest will fly; 
No need of brokers to meet God in his base 
I am capable to meet and present my case 
For the misery and suffering my point I will raise; 
If I am pushed to hell by my loving father  
For his injustice and cruelty, I will wander  
When rape is imminent, I will surrender; 
Neither the priest nor prayer can save me 
I myself must boldly face the omnipotent The  
If God made mistakes, I will see. 
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Living Longer 
Every man's goal is to live more  

For long life health is the core  

No one knows what is in future store 

Long life sometimes become bore  

Life on wheelchair is worse than poor; 

Live a good life today with a smile  

Think for the underprivileged for a while  

Travel in the world several thousand mile  

Living longer alone is dust gathering file. 
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Antibiotics 
 

Antibiotics are not always healer  
Sometimes it becomes a killer  
They are drugs companies’ dealer  
Doctors are middlemen seller  
Yet, antibiotic medical world's ruler; 
Without antibiotic there will be more pain  
Death will come to thousands like rain  
Immunity through good health is gain  
Prevention is better than cure we always train 
But in our lifestyle, it is impossible to remain. 
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Today Be Cheerful 
 

Today may be the brightest  

Yet the night can be darkest  

You can lose running fastest  

Disease will not spare the wisest  

Death will come even to richest; 

Enjoy the day when it is bright  

To be cheerful today is right  

This is the time to fly like kite  

After sunset there may not be light  

Tomorrow there may be survival fight.   
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Live With Detachment 
 

Life is full of many resentment  

Life always gives unfair treatment  

Life has also many achievement  

Strive for more accomplishment 

One day life will give compliment; 

To realize life is unfair is important  

Nothing in life is permanent  

Fluctuate always our sentiment  

We lost our faith in the omnipotent  

It is better to live life with detachment.  
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No Permanent Friend Or Foe 
 

No one is permanent friend or foe  

All are in life temporary glow  

One day everyone will go 

Don't be judgemental, be slow  

Like river, friends and foes will flow; 

The world is full of selfish people  

To get a good friend is not simple  

With too many friends you have to dribble  

To the foes also sometimes be humble  

He may also help you during trouble.  
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Love Is A Disease 
Love is an incurable disease  

With time it always increase  

Momentum it may cease  

Any time life it can freeze  

Though love is cool breeze; 

Love changes course of life  

Provided you have loving wife  

But sometimes it is like a knife  

Your peace forever may wipe  

For many people true love is hype.  
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Everything Has Expiry Date 
Everything in the universe has a expiry date  

In case of humans, we called it as fate  

Someone dies early, someone die late  

Regarding death time no one can bet  

Even we can't predict death time of our pet; 

Creator keeps it in his hands as a mystery  

So that his prayers become necessary  

Through expiry he keeps man within a boundary  

Control death is not in the human’s territory  

To live by default till death is our goal solitary. 
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Life Is Same Every Where 
Birth and death, everywhere life is same  

Though different may be the temporary game  

After ninety minutes play you are tired and lame  

Even on the sand of time, temporary will be name  

Whether you win or lose there is no point any one to blame; 

The sky, the air and water no difference anywhere  

How can you find blue colour blood somewhere? 

Love, brotherhood and humanity is only matters to share  

Surprisingly now a days all these are rare 

For universal brotherhood and one world no one care. 
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Good Morning 
The morning comes good as usual  

We only make the day good or cruel  

Some days we add to jealousy new fuel  

Next day with a friend we start quarrel  

One morning with neighbours we fight dual; 

Mornings never comes bad in our lives  

It is like the fairy-tale honeymoon days wife  

But to make the day bad we sharpen knife  

Through bad days, bad lifestyle strive 

In our hearts, good morning should be alive.  
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If You Want To Live Long 
If you want to live long  

Make your health strong  

Otherwise, mind will go wrong  

You will sign only sad song; 

Living longer alone is not enough 

Remember, life in old age is rough  

To move on the road, you must be tough  

No one likes to accompany old man with cough; 

Longevity with healthy body and mind is good 

Bed ridden old people consume only food 

Family and friends slowly show bad mood  

Without good health better die in early hood. 
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Celebrate Your Birthday This Year 
We celebrate birthday, because we move near to destination  

Moving closer to destination is always a great satisfaction  

To move on towards the end point happily we need determination  

Celebrating birthday give us mental pleasure and satisfaction; 

We want to forget that one day we have to leave everything here  

So, birthday is the time to enjoy, cheer with friends and share  

Next year, on the birthday some of the friends may be there 

To claim that same friends will be with you is false and not fair; 

This birthday may be the last one to celebrate  

So, prepare to celebrate with fun, food and vibrate  

Even if you depart before next birthday, you will not regret  

The grand birthday of this year, neither you nor friends will forget.  
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Life Begins At Sixty 
Some say life begins at sixty  

But that life is of low intensity  

All females lost their fertility  

Most of males lost matting activity  

People lost many of the sensitivity; 

After sixty you can't play rugby  

Playing football, no more your hobby  

For you batting in cricket crease not sabby  

In your body diabetes, BP makes lobby  

Enjoy life before it begins at sixty, be savvy.  
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Beautiful Life After Sixty 
You can't drink alcohol as you like  

Dangerous to drive high speed bike  

Red meat may destroy coronary dyke  

Difficult to go for a hilltop hike  

Have green tea at home with wife; 

Children will not like your habits  

So, better play with dog and rabbits  

Grand children think you are in days of 2G  

With friends they will be busy playing PUB-G 

Life will be beautiful because vision is hazy. 
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We Can't Live with Food Alone 
Survival of the fittest is the law of nature  

Struggle for food, cloth, shelter our future  

Love, hate, jealousy, greed is all integral part 

Sex and reproduction we can't keep apart  

To create an animal like man, God is really smart; 

We can't live by basic needs, it is our instinct  

So, our life becomes full of burden and hectic  

Technology failed to eradicate diseases and war 

A beautiful, refined, painless world is still too far 

Human life and humanity will always be with scar. 
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Man Proposes God Disposes 
God never disposed my proposals favourably  

I am sure, my proposals are bad undoubtedly  

Otherwise, God would have resolved some positively  

Yet still I am proposing to God continuously  

My nature forced me to propose unknowingly;  

The criteria of disposing proposals I never knew  

Else, I would have certainly proposed only a few 

The proposals were the steppingstones of my present  

Without proposals progress in life would have been absent  

Now I have no proposal, no resentment and I am decent. 
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Time Is Illusion 
Time is only an illusion  

Don't waste and do its dilution  

Using it is the only solution  

Past, present, future is in combination  

Time never does its own distortion; 

Concept of time is only a thinking process  

Even for the non-living mountain it progress  

We blame time as cruel and regress  

But to misuse time we are habituated and obsess 

When we are at the end, we become distress.  
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Don't Be Fanatic 
Don't be fanatic mad after religion  

Religion didn't give Covid19 solution  

Religion can give only mental satisfaction  

Not true all the religious scripts information  

In dynamic world religion needs modification; 

Religion failed to change mindset of people  

To stop war, for religion also not simple  

Even with religion civilization may cripple  

Need of the hour is to be tolerant and humble  

Follow simple things to solve humanitarian trouble.  
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Fate Of Big-Bang 
If Big-Bang hypothesis is really wrong  

Future students will sing different song 

Hindu philosophy says, there was no beginning  

Only the matter and energy God is recycling  

What JW telescope showing is tantalizing; 

Hypothesis about birth of universes is not proven  

All theories are like philosophy and imagination driven  

Definitions, hypothesis are created in human brain 

Old concepts, teachings one day we have to drain  

Learning and unlearning is forever a continuous chain. 
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Living More 
Thank God, I am already successful than Jesus, Diana and Bruce Lee  

So, I am ready to pay God anything he wishes from me as his fee  

Jesus, Diana, Bruce Lee died much younger than me 

Even after sixty years, I am comfortably hanging in the life tree  

Because God wishes to give me life more than these three; 

Majority of people think success in life is living longer  

So, for a better living they never make their base stronger  

To live hundred years, even in coma, many will be happier  

People failed to live today in the hope of living more  

But I will always prefer 'Around the world in eighty days' tour.  
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God's Best Compliment 
Death is truth and ultimate comfort to my soul  

But in family and friends it always creates a hole  

There is no pain, no gain after we cross the river  

Only eternal peace and comfort for us forever  

Yet, the family and friends can't tolerate the pain here; 

If God does exist, certainly our souls are immoral  

Otherwise to dead, no point in giving tribute floral  

God as creator will always prefer to recycle impure element  

Rebirth to suffer pain by sinful souls is supplement  

Not pushing for recycle is the God's best compliment. 
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Imagination And Knowledge 
Imagination is superior to knowledge  

New concept Imagination can acknowledge  

Knowledge is continuation of old concept  

Time proven things without doubt we accept  

Imagination is new thing in mind we percept; 

Knowledge can be acquired from book  

For imagination, we need open outlook  

Modern atomic physics started with imagination  

Fine tuning and Knowledge gave quantum solution  

Knowledge alone can't push progress of civilization; 
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Immovable Asset 
Land is Immovable asset for you only for limited time  

As long as you enjoy the land, and its produce is fine  

Immovable assets exist for you only in time domain 

You enjoy the produce that is the lifetime gain  

Once your time over, for immovable asset you will not remain; 

Even the Immovable assets can't make your life Immovable  

More Immovable assets in life means more trouble  

Don't sacrifice today for acquiring assets for grandchildren  

For uncertain future of uncertain people why carry burden  

Dine, wine, dance, enjoy travelling; anything can happen all of a 
sudden.  
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Immovable Asset 2 
In the mad run for immovable asset  

To enjoy our present life, we forget  

Always deficit was our finance and budget  

To acquire a third flat was our target  

After seventy we realize and regret; 

We got the virtual appreciation we can't use 

If we try to sell at seventy children may refuse  

Overruling them at old age will bring abuse 

Be wise when you are young, bold and healthy  

At seventy you will recall your Europe trip with wife smilingly.  
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An Uncertain Journey 
We don't know how long the journey of life we continue  

Because for the journey we have not given any revenue  

We boarded the train without knowing where it is going  

So, with the start of the journey every newborn starts crying  

They know that the uncertain journey will not be satisfying; 

As life moves on, we start to smile with cry 

Sometimes we are forced to remain shy  

To make our journey comfortable we try  

Yet, circumstances make our journey dry 

Suddenly we are told, journey complete, say bye-bye.  
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Sacrifice 
Like is full of sacrifices we have to do for others  

Sometimes for family, sometime for neighbours  

Sometimes for nation, sometimes for causes  

Sacrifices for God gives us always pleasures  

But in the journey of life, sacrifice no one measures; 

Without sacrifice life will be too selfish  

Like animals one day our life will finish  

Sacrificing animals for God is sin and must vanish  

Sacrifice your money, time, wealth which will perish  

In sacrificing innocent life for self gain, God will punish. 
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Divorce 
No bonding of love and understanding  

Physical attraction gives temporary binding  

After honeymoon, both busy in fault finding  

Quarrel starts in restaurant during dining  

The sword of separation starts hanging; 

The children became the worst sufferers  

Their pain and agony no one measures  

Living together is better than divorces  

Couple have vested interest binding forces  

Divorce is one of unruly generation creating sources. 
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Love 
Love is the binding force for living thing  

It is far stronger than wedding ring  

For love kingdom were abandoned by king 

Love is the most beautiful song we can sing  

Without love no one can become human being; 

Union of male and female also we call lovemaking  

In the absence of lovemaking, we will start disintegrating  

Love is the force for new generation and reproducing  

Because of love the human civilization is continuing  

Say, I love you, to dear and near in the morning. 
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Hope 
Hope is the carrot after which we run  

The stick forces us to take a turn  

Sometimes the turn became fun 

Sometimes we have to struggle for bun 

We continued, hoping for a better day with morning sun. 

When the carrot dried with passing of time 

The force of the stick became prime  

Hopeless became our life's painful tourney  

Somehow, we want to complete the journey  

Yet, hope is the motivation, not to make every day rainy.  
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Self-Esteem And Ego 
Self-esteem esteem is keeping your head high  

Ego is arrogance and your brain it can tie  

With egoism, mind will become ash and fly 

In defeat when ego is hurt, you will cry  

With Self-esteem to stand tall, you always try; 

Self-esteem comes from purity of mind  

In ego peace of mind impossible to find 

To other people you will never be kind 

In the black box of mind, you will be bind   

Self-esteem can open it and unwind. 
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Hate 
Hate may have thousands of reasons  

But for the haters it is always like treason  

It is good, if you can put your hate in prison  

For the harm done to you, hate is not solution  

To hate the sin should be our resolution; 

We hate people on flimsy ground  

So, too much of haters all around  

For a better society, it is not sound 

In the vicious circle we move round and round  

Through hate, peace, and tranquillity we never found. 
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Pain Of Grief 
It is an unbearable pain  

It comes in reaction chain  

No outlet to the drain  

How we tolerate is main  

Through death peace we can gain; 

The pain comes like monsoon rain  

Grief is every moment in the brain  

To live with it, our mind we have to train 

If try to resist griefs, it will be in vain 

More unbearable will be our pain. 
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Profit And Loss 
Profit and loss in life all are temporary  

Monetary calculation may become contrary  

With your health always show solidarity  

Only with life, profit and loss has continuity  

Important is to live today with positivity; 

At the end of the life, profit and loss is zero 

Live life today even with losses like a hero 

No one knows how will be his tomorrow  

Even today's sunshine may bring sorrow  

Remember, nothing can change time's arrow.  
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The Place Of Misery (দখুালয়) 
The world is a place for sinful people  

Life in the world for majority not simple  

Without explanation, many young lives cripple  

Even for the prophet’s life full of trouble  

Only way to move, accept and be humble; 

World is a place of misery(দুখালয়) Buddha said  

With diseases and sufferings, the world is made  

That may be the reason why the sun is red 

For none in the world, God has given perfect bed  

The misery and sufferings end, when one is dead.  
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We Can't Stop 
The basic instinct of life says move on move on  

Instinct pushes me in the morning to move forward  

The mind says stop, in the end there is no reward  

If possible, go back to old days and collect your reward  

But instinct reminds that there is no way to go backward; 

Even if we want to stop, impulses will not allow  

The arrow of time we are destined to follow  

No one has the power to stop the time arrow  

By stopping to move forward, we will have more sorrow  

Even if we stop, we will move, because there is tomorrow.  
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The Optimist and Pessimist 
The optimist born crying and die crying  

The pessimist born crying, die smiling  

For pessimist, smiling is way of life  

Without smiling, pessimist can survive  

For smiles and joy, the pessimist doesn't strive; 

Though the end is same, a time draw at grave  

But for beautiful play, enthusiasm optimist save  

That is why optimists are performers and brave  

Pessimists become their own thinking's slave  

So, throughout life, they live in the dark cave. 
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Jealousy 
Jealousy is a creation of inferiority complex  

Never allow it to become companion apex 

Jealousy can poison your mind and soul 

In the nice game of life, you will play foul  

Life will become dirty, and soul will be sinful; 

Appreciate other’s achievements with grace  

The instinct of jealousy will not come to face 

You will smile and enjoy even after losing a race  

Comfortable will be walk of life and its pace 

With jealousy in mind, hatred will also make base. 
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Death Is Not the End 
Death is only the end of the physical body  

In the minds of dear ones, you stay proudly  

All your shortcomings became cloudy  

Your positive virtues expand boldly  

The good legacy of dead, living one carries solidly; 

Life and death two sides of the same coin  

The other side of life, memory can only join 

After death all bad memories vanishes  

For the departed soul, everyone gives good wishes  

How you will be remembered, the chapter, before death finishes. 
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Age Is A Number Only 
Age is only a number not absolute  

Along with death, the number dilute  

For living more years none we salute  

At thirty-one may get more tribute  

Another one at eighty may be destitute; 

No need to bother about higher number  

Without knowing one day we have to surrender  

Some people die suddenly in a thunder  

Enjoy today, don't waste time, the biggest blunder  

In time, explore life's all types of wonder. 
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Corruption In India 
Corruption is an integral part of Indian culture  

In the matter of corruptions, majority are like vulture  

For extorting money, the system allows torture  

Even after lot of schemes, poor has no future  

To fate, the vulnerable people are forced to surrender; 

Corruption is also an integral part of religion  

People think, bribing God is an easy solution  

So, for doing corruption, people have no hesitation  

In India, culture, religion and corruption are in integration  

To make Indian corruption free, we need a socio-cultural revolution.  
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War And Basic Instinct 
Basic instinct of man is not to forgive, but to take revenge  

That is why, there is always killings and no change  

History of human civilization is civilization of avenge  

The books on historical facts are full of war ravage  

Only Ashoka tried for peace and show a passage; 

The dream of a peaceful new world is still elusive  

Day by day wars are becoming dangerous and destructive  

To encourage tolerance and forgiveness be cognitive  

The world without hatred and war should be our objective  

But the basic instinct of human nature will remain subjective.  
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When Religion Controls Head 
When religion controls your head  

Your intellectual development is dead 

Independent thinking will see light red  

Inside the black box you live like mad  

Following mediaeval path, you will feel glad; 

Make your mind free and think beyond  

Come out of the narrow religious pond  

With stars and universe make your bond  

You will forget all your greed and wound  

In religion you can only move round and round. 
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Let's Live With Nature 
For our convenience and comfort, we are changing nature  

In search of a better quality of life we are doing blunder  

In front of nature, from time immemorial we surrender  

We never thought of other living being and their problem 

Because we carry with us the supreme animal's emblem; 

We blocked rivers, destroyed jungle for our comfort  

Filling natural lake to develop habitat, nature may not support  

So, to balance it, climate change nature try to import  

Coexistence with nature and all living beings is better option  

From nature's furry and destruction, we need an early solution.  
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Be Original 
Be original, not a copy of other  

The original copy is always better  

Even if you try, you can't be like father  

You become a shadow of him rather  

Being original, you can do wonder; 

You are empowered with different qualities 

In different ways some may have more quantities  

Don't make a comparison of horse with eagle  

On the racecourse, the eagle will struggle  

But in the sky the horse will fall and buckle; 

Be original and explore your own potential  

Remember, everyone's paths are not identical  

Your path may be less travelled and full of hurdles  

But at the end, you will carry more gifts bundles. 
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Corruption In India Is Illegal 
Prostitution is illegal in Thailand  

Bribe in India also illegal and prohibited  

But just to do it, people are committed  

Corruption in India is always permitted  

Even after red handed arrest, bail is granted; 

Corrupt people in India are never punished  

Quickly their fear for punishment vanished  

No one bothered, even though image is tarnished  

Once acquitted, greed for bribe never finished  

The energy to do more corruption, courts replenished. 
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Life Without Soul 
Sometimes we are forced to live without spirit and soul  

Because in our hearts, fate and destiny makes big hole  

But because of too many reasons, we have to carry on our role  

Only passing days, months and years become our goal  

Even among crowd, we feel as if we are alone in North pole; 

The basic instincts of all animals are to live, not to die 

Who thought about instinct of a hen while eating chicken fry 

But at the time of killing, the animals also cry 

To save life and live more, many animals try 

For humans, life without spirit and soul is life of lie.  
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Smile Even If You Face Misery 
If we think only my misery, pain is strong  

This will be far from the truth and wrong  

With us thousands are singing same song  

For many people the list of grief is too long 

We are only following the same path along; 

Pain and pleasure are like tides of ocean  

Nothing happens in the life without reason  

In misery, don't put your peace in prison  

Smile always even if you are in tension  

In the long run, the journey will bring solution.  
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Temporary Life 
To build a Taj Mahal, I am not an emperor  

Neither I am Lord Shiva to create horror  

Only I can compose from heart's interior  

I am a suffering human being too inferior  

Life is temporary in the world's corridor; 

People forget the most powerful kings  

Even the strongest eagles lost their wings  

The beloved one, we can keep in broken heart 

To remember the good days and smile is smart  

Forever, even God's incarnation can't drive his cart.  
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Two Options 
Every morning life gives us two option  

To live or not live is our own decision  

To live basic instinct gives direction  

But to die we have to take different resolution  

For own decision to die suicide is only solution; 

To die is not an easy task for living thing  

We expect, better situation tomorrow will bring  

What will happen tomorrow, even unknown to king 

When you decide to live today, enter the ring 

Enjoy the day, win the game and loudly sing.  
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Conflict Resolution 
Conflict is part of the life and nature 

It can make or break someone's future  

In our lives, conflicts can give torture  

Total avoidance conflicts are not possible  

But resolution of conflicts is feasible; 

Without conflicts, truth may not come out  

Regarding the truth many will have doubt  

Conflict pushes the dispute to logical conclusion 

Through conflicts many vexed problems get solution  

Resolution of conflicts reduces social tension.  
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Own Mantle 
To live or not live is one's own choice  

In this matter, others have no voice  

My problems and pain people rejoice  

No one is paying my bills or my bank debts  

So, I never bother for judgemental tests; 

To live as a lame duck is very easy  

The courage needed to die we keep hazy  

We honour brave soldiers for death in battle  

Those who run away, with shame has to settle  

Whether to live or not to live is one's own mantle.  
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Every Individual Is Judgemental 
Freedom of speech is fundamental  

Thinking of each individual is differential  

Everyone in their opinion is judgemental  

Difference of opinion is circumstantial  

Quarrelling for differences is psychological; 

In arguing for differences always be logical 

Verbal speech should not start quarrel  

Never allow your mind to think criminal  

This may lead to unwanted fight physical  

Use of force to prove you right is unethical. 
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Praying God Is Not Mandatory 
To pray God is not mandatory  

Nor praising him is statutory  

Priest is not God's functionary  

God lives in his domain solitary  

Yet, infinite universe is his directory; 

The universe exists as per its own law  

Our knowledge about universe is raw  

Nature has given us independent mind  

The better way to live we ourselves have to find  

Prayers can only help us to be generous and kind. 
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If God Does Not Exist 
If God really does not exist 

The question of sin extinct  

Morality will have no meaning  

Integrity will not be binding  

Ethics will see its own ending; 

Survival of the fittest will firm  

Killing human will not be crime  

Love will be like animals’ way  

Emotions will have dangerous sway  

Humanity will derail from highway.  
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Stop For A Moment Today 
Time moves very fast since time immemorial  

In life, we also move fast unidirectional  

So, our relative speed becomes functional  

Fast life forced us not to remain as social  

But like tiger, we can't live as lonely animal; 

Sometimes reduce speed, stop and look around  

Unexplored, unseen beauty of nature is abound  

Because of high speed, you missed many in the past  

No one knows that today is his chance to stop last  

Try to stop today and smile, tomorrow you may become dust.  
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No Measure Of Pain And Grief 
Pain and pleasure, no one can measure  

No unit like lumen or decibel for pleasure  

Pain of grief we have to feel, and surrender  

To suppress pain and pleasure is blunder  

One day heart will break with big thunder; 

Never try to hide grief and pain in hidden enclosure  

Love and grief are emotion, not possible foreclosure  

If we try to block emotions, it will generate pressure  

Better to give mind and heart, outside world's exposure  

The memories will always accompany us as treasure. 
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Life And Money 
Life and money both are volatile  

Like glasses they are also fragile  

Today is the time for us to smile  

In search of Joy, walk for a mile  

For money don't live alone in exile; 

Money is only means for better life  

Greed for money is double edged knife  

It is difficult to earn money is true  

More difficult to spend is the clue  

Don't stuck life in money's glue. 
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Time, The Primary Resource Of Life 
Time is the only primary resource  

Once wasted you can only remorse  

The clock of time never reverse  

Nor time, no one can preserve  

Only utilization, time always deserve; 

Time waits for none, we all know  

Yet, in idleness, we allow time to go  

Sometimes we thought, today time is slow  

But since Big-Bang, time has the same flow  

Make today's time to sparkle and glow. 
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Life Is Always Half Full 
Most of the people wish to live hundred plus  

So, always half empty their satisfaction glass  

For fear of future life, they failed to live in class 

They hope that in the future there will be better grass 

In the life's examination, majority of them failed to pass; 

No need to worry about longevity and  success  

Too much thinking about future life is useless  

With half full wine, today's meeting happily address  

In today's party with friends, be the empress  

You have no control on death, it is a natural process.  
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Who Has Upper Hand 
All religions say God created universe 

He made all living beings so diverse  

The course of universe he can reverse  

The whole universe, he only preserve  

His existence science can't curse; 

Science says, no proof of God's existence  

Fear of natural forces is reason of God's persistence  

Life came to world because of cosmetic accident  

Evolution of life in millions of years is true incident  

Neither religion nor science can explain life is pertinent.  
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Treat Animals Ethically 
Ethical treatment to animals necessary  

For ecological balance they are compulsory  

Without animal mankind will have different story  

To give animals friendly treatment, be a votary  

For destruction of forests, animals are in misery; 

Can we think of civilization without cows, dogs, cats and horses? 

All animals have their contributions in civilization course 

With extinction of animals, civilization will have reverse osmosis  

From the position of supreme animal, human will depose  

Let the animals have equitable rights and repose.  
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The Prison Theory 
Is our soul a prisoner in the body on this planet? 

The prison theory is a philosophical new tenet  

Only after completing our term, to return we get carnet 

The body attracts our soul like a powerful magnet  

And we think we are supreme in this flashy cabinet; 

From time immemorial, for birth in this planet sages repent 

Big warriors like Ravana also came to earth as punishment  

The world is a place of misery, Buddha also supplement  

When we reached earth, all humans cry at that moment  

Some people die quickly, because to them God is lenient.  
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Our Role Is Limited 
Our role in the universe is very limited  

But to think anything is permitted  

Imbalance in thinking and reality is fact  

People who think for result first, can't act 

Looking at poor results, no need to react; 

Playing an uncertain role is a real fact  

Even with a small role, we can leave impact  

Performing your duties never distract  

While living, with people and nature interact  

The concept of God, soul, rebirth all are abstract.  
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Bhupen Hazarika 
A genius is born, never be made  

For genius, different is genetic code 

Bhupen Hazarika is in this clade  

His contribution, glory will never fade  

He was a human of different grade; 

Sacrifice everything for music and humanity  

For a better world and brotherhood, he showed solidarity  

He was a musician with highest level of integrity  

Never worried for money, wealth, or fame  

Concerned only about excellence in musical game; 

His contribution to Assamese culture is immense 

In his composition, never allowed anything nonsense  

Love for Assam, Brahmaputra and Bihu was intense  

In Assamese music now, Bhupen Hazarika is best incense  

His life was full of struggles, hurdles and suspense.  
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Nothing In My Kitty 
I was like Humpty Dumpty  

She was Cinderella pretty  

I had everything plenty  

Now my heart is empty  

I have nothing in my kitty 

The journey is now so dirty  

Living is only a forced duty 

With my life no amity 

Lost faith on all deity  

Never thought life would be pity. 
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The Best Instagram 
From time immemorial, our best friend is dog 

If we write dog in reverse, it becomes God 

Assamese Guru Sankardev told, the soul of dog is Ram  

Dog was Yudhishthira’s last companion and pain balm  

In our life, a pet dog will never ever become a spam; 

A dog can change, a lonely human's life program  

The organs of dogs can work like pyelogram 

With the owner’s life, the dog’s life forms an amalgam  

The best friend knows about you through natural telegram  

If you have a dog, he is your life’s best Instagram. 
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Do It Now 
Tomorrow's job, do it today, today's job now 

If tomorrow comes, everyone will say wow! 

Different jobs may come tomorrow in a row 

Because of sickness, activities may be low 

For tomorrow you may be on with broken toe; 

Keeping jobs for tomorrow is a bad habit  

It will narrow your vision and life's ambit  

Doing today only helps to move forward  

Day after tomorrow is waiting with reward  

The habit of pushing job to future, discard.  
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The Uncertain Result In Uncertain 
Game 
I can't play spin, googly, fast ball and bouncer  

If different balls come to me in the same over  

My life skills are not perfect and so stronger 

I am not capable to face all challenges together  

I have no alternative except to surrender; 

 Sometimes we can face toughest and fastest ball 

But even a loose ball can give to best players out call  

Life is the game of uncertainty, without seeing the umpire  

Death like Lady Diana and Monroe is not very rare  

The result of that may be defeat even with utmost care. 
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What Is Strange? 
Man, God, Demon all tried for Immortality  

But all their efforts were always futility  

Today is the time in our hand for utility  

Yet, majority of people want to live forever  

They accumulate wealth and don't share; 

Yudhishthira of Hindu mythology told it is strange  

Forgetting death, to live forever, man try to arrange  

The wise ones always try to take a different approach  

So, they are happy to live with their limited resource 

In the graveyard all are equal and same, of course.  
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Happy Birthday, I Love You Mitali 
I am an ordinary man, can't build a Taj Mahal or monument  

My poetic mind and infinite love are only my present amount  

Every poem coming from my mind is reflection of love  

We were two sides of same soul, it naturally prove  

When I write it down on paper, it is flying like a dove; 

Life and death cannot be separated from one another  

In the journey of life, in the middle, we come together  

Love and only love made our boning stronger  

Death is only a natural phenomenon, love is forever  

I love you Mitali, every month your love, I will remember.  
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Uniformity 
Same soil can grow sugarcane, bitter melon and lemon  

In the taste of all the three plants, nothing is common  

The same soil can produce totally different cardamom 

In mankind also, people are honest, simple and mammon  

The colours are so different, white, black, red, salmon; 

Uniformity is not natural, only man and society impose 

The same poem exactly, not even two twins can compose  

Let us allow diversity to move it's own way and dispose 

With the same machine, all diseases can't be diagnose  

The society should avoid forcing uniformity overdose.  
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Only Purpose Is Live and Let Live 
Life is surprising and strange beyond imagination  

It is a journey not a problem, so without any solution  

Life can survive in dangerous and horrible situation  

Yet successful people commit suicide for reason simple  

To live or not to live is uncertain and life's biggest gamble; 

To purpose of life is live and let live others  

For all living beings in nature, God is the father  

If we love God, we are duty bound to live like brother  

All other purpose of life rather than living is secondary  

Some new-born baby's life in world may be momentary.  
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Day And Night 
Day and night are virtual reality  

For all creature it has no uniformity  

Even for humans it has no conformity  

Some sleep in the day and work in night  

For some, day is the time for work and fight; 

Neither day is good and night is bad  

For many, night is better, as we are in bed  

The day is full of sorrow, and so we are sad 

In day light, bat and owl become mad 

The day and night are virtual for the star red.  
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We Are Helpless 
In the hand of destiny, we are powerless  

When the worst happens, we are helpless  

Our loss is not measurable and priceless  

People blame, we acted haste and careless 

Actually, we acted our best and selfless; 

Fate can make the King to be homeless  

The most sensitive one to be shameless  

Yet always act everything in life harmless  

Never care about people's opinion, baseless  

Otherwise the rest of the life will be in misery and peace less. 
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Life's Synopsis 
The vastness of universe beyond imagination  

To explain in detail, homo sapiens has no solution  

The powerful devices have not sufficient resolution  

Different theories give different ideas and explanation  

Realizing our nano existence is better intuition; 

The time domain of homo sapiens is too small  

The hundred years living is longevity we call  

The age of the universe calculated is only hypothesis  

In other parts of universe, time may be in different synthesis  

Too small existence for a moment is life's real synopsis.  
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The Oblong Journey 
Any moment life may go wrong  

We must keep our minds strong  

The journey of life is always oblong  

The bad days never last too long  

Even with tears, we sing sad song; 

Sometimes bad days try to prolong  

With a smile, we have to move along 

Good time will come after few furlong  

Learn to enjoy the journey's dingdong  

Hurdles only make our life super strong. 
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Now I Am An Adult 
God always gave me only hurdle  

Every day I was forced to struggle  

All the time, pushed me to trouble  

My comfort, God always smuggle  

I have no way but to become humble; 

The journey was always very difficult 

I took all the pain to become an adult  

So, now I am in a totally different cult 

My boldness is my hurdles final result  

Nowadays, I can resist any one's assault. 
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Life Is Mixed Basket 
Life is always a mixed basket  

Even Salman Khan missed target  

Achieving hundred percent, forget  

For some things we have to regret  

Uncertainty is every life's secret; 

On the rough road, some eggs will break  

For the good ones, speed you must check  

Life's good things virus may hack  

To the comfort zone, you may not be back 

Life's journey may go on a different track. 
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The Dirty Game 
The life begins in the womb in a dirty game 

Birth as a child in the hospital is also same 

For a year or so we only crawl and lame 

For our dirty naked start, whom to blame? 

Once we can stand up, the struggle start 

Our parents forced us to be perfect and smart 

But destiny doesn't allow everyone a full cart  

When the dirty game will end, no one is alert; 

We try to play clean, safe and enjoy the game of life  

Choose our partner in the game as beloved wife  

Yet, the game becomes dirty and life a double edge knife  

Everyone tries to make goalless game enjoyable and rife.  
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Flowers In Three Occasions 
We give flowers in the birthday and wedding  

On the funeral also there is flowers flooding  

Birth, wedding and funeral has integral bonding  

Sometimes, funeral marching, critics are leading  

For the dead, a different journey, life is mounding; 

On birthday and wedding we smile and greet  

But on funeral, to say goodbye we cry and meet  

Yet, flowers are needed to make last journey colourful  

But the life of near and dear ones is painful  

Remember, telling bad things about the dead is shameful. 
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Still There Is Tomorrow 
I have no future, no tomorrow  

Trying to follow the time arrow  

Today, I have only hidden sorrow  

From anyone, nothing to borrow 

Given everything to God's escrow; 

Path of my life is now very narrow 

Yet in the morning, I open the window  

Smile gently, looking at the rainbow  

Enjoyed the quarrel of sparrow  

Didn't bother to look at my shadow. 
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No Choice But To Live 
To born or not to born, we have no choice  

But as an adult to live or not to live, we have voice  

Yet, to die as per own will, we are forced to devoice 

Life is beautiful and heavenly, we have to revoice  

Even if we are not happy and in pain, we are forced to rejoice; 

We are taught, every penny, we have to pay as per God's invoice  

Otherwise, we will not be free from sin and will not deice  

Other than living we can't exercise our dying choice  

In pain, sorrow and misery, we can only make noise  

To Win the so-called tourney life, we have to poise. 
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Failed Teamwork 
Give opportunity to jealous people for homework  

Let them happily open their wine bottle cork  

Sometimes out of anger, they may throw fork  

In jealousy, they will not enjoy the taste of pork  

To pull others leg, on new ideas they will rework; 

Sometimes leg pulling also becomes teamwork  

But no one willing to spend time in spadework  

No one also ready to do necessary paperwork  

For leg pulling they failed to decide on framework  

Leg pulling always remains as individual's patchwork.  
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Don't Be Jealous 
By nature, all human beings are jealous  

But to appreciate others should be nous  

Appreciating good jobs is truly pious  

A bald man always wishes to be pilous 

Better, for own bigger achievements, focus; 

Criticising others success is dubious  

It will imprison you in a circle vicious  

At neighbour's success, you will be anxious  

For your own performance be serious  

Otherwise, to die with jealousy is obvious.  
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Let Them Enjoy 
Sometimes I enjoy poking jealous people  

To make them jealous is easy and simple  

Through your hard work create a ripple  

Automatically their jealousy will be triple  

In anger they will scratch their own pimple; 

When you try to do different, some will pull leg 

Some people will carry your negative tag 

Your progress some people will try to drag  

Once you succeed, for favour, they will beg  

Let jealous people enjoy their own peg.  
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Intrinsically Human Are Selfish 
Intrinsically all humans are selfish and self-centered  

Protection own life and property, they are concerned  

Neutrality is relative and situation, place and time specific  

For their own interest and security, they try to show pacific  

If their interests are not fulfilled, they become terrific; 

When wealth is abundant, at old age they do charity prolific  

At old age helping others, people feel joy beatific  

Yet for their self-interest, they serve to know traffic  

Even then, their generosity is welcome and vivific  

For true neutrality, all human values should be unific. 
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Nature Only Heals 
Medicine is not the actual healer  

So, sometimes it becomes killer  

For someone, side effects are bigger  

Other complications, medicine may trigger  

Life without medicine is always merrier; 

Yet, medicines are necessary evil  

Every morning we are forced to take pill  

To our WBC, medicines give fighting zeal  

Nature expedites the process of heal  

With medicines we also need good meal. 
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Is Our Life Stage Managed? 
Is our life in the world really stage managed?  

For a compliment of acting, we are so seriously engaged? 

Sometimes, circumstances forced to believe it true  

No explanation, why the fundamental colours are red, yellow and 
blue  

What energy actually is, also we have no answer and clue; 

We have seen the stage, but not the invisible director  

All religion says, of the universe, he is the unseen creator  

From nothing, we can't create energy in the nuclear reactor  

Only in the stage called earth, some man tries to be dictator  

But in the end, he also seems to be a temporary coordinator.  
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Life Is Coming and Going 
The human life is coming and going  

Without knowing we are following  

The cycle of life is never slowing  

With population, current is increasing  

Yet, sudden death is always surprising; 

We come and we go without knowing  

Life expectancy also slowly increasing  

The quality of life in the world is improving  

However, human has not stopped fighting  

Knowing certain death, our greed is astonishing; 

The law of nature is compulsory and abiding  

Human values, ego and lust is destroying  

Truth and honestly humanity is abandoning  

Diseases by viruses like Corona still horrifying  

And our uncertain life in an unknown journey continuing.  
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The Reporter 
He need not carry heavy load  

Pen and camera only on board  

Yet, there is difficulty on the road  

Some places, impossible to inroad 

His duty is fact and truth, unload; 

Sometimes for truth, put life in danger  

In war front, he is always a stranger 

For millions, he is information binger  

In elections, he became game changer 

To his integrity, many people point finger. 
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The Porter 
He has no savings, provident fund or pension  

Yet his face looks as if he is free from tension  

Not thinking too much about tomorrow may be reason 

If he thinks about day after tomorrow, he has to do treason  

So, to pass today smiling may be his only solution; 

The porter carry load as much as he can lift  

But few people bothered to give extra penny as gift 

Many rich people bargain too much, and starts rift  

For wife's treatment, the porter is doing extra shift  

To save his wife, the porter is trying deadlift. 
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Dynamic Equilibrium 
Life is complex dynamic equilibrium of body and mind  

Very rarely in world, a Stephen Hawking we can find  

The best robot or supercomputer will stand behind  

A healthy mind in a healthy body is needed for mankind  

From time immemorial, the sages and philosophers remind; 

Every day, every month, every year, mind should be refined  

To a fellow machine, another machine can't be unkind  

We create machines, but to fellow man we are unkind  

In greed, ego and jealousy our mind easily becomes blind  

But ageing, even a super strong mind cannot for long bind.  
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Mind Is Always Young Not The Body 
My mind is still like twenty years young  

With times it matured and became strong  

Since childhood, the journey is very long  

In temptations sometimes it went wrong  

Yet, it remained as honesty and integrity hong; 

Soul is abstract, immortal, not everyone can feel  

But throughout life mind remains full of zeal  

Our mind, even in worst situations, on one can kill  

After the worst disaster and defeat, mind can't remain still  

Sometimes, even the strongest minds need motivation pill. 
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Body And Mind 
Life is perfect combination of body and mind  

So, towards both of them, necessary to be kind  

Without body, mind, nowhere anyone can find 

No one knows, how body and mind is bind; 

Every organ of body is necessary for good health  

Without better chemistry of body and mind, no value of wealth  

Rather than becoming mad, better option is death  

For a better mind in better body, always tilth; 

Good functioning of all organs is commonwealth  

If necessary, discuss problems through telehealth  

Mental health is equally important for better life  

Body and mind should be like the husband and wife. 
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As I Grow Old 
As I grow old, physically I am not bold  
Many new diseases suddenly unfold  
In winter, easily I am attacked by cold  
I carry tablets, instead of valuable gold  
My excellent memory decreased manifold; 
I love you to girls, now can't be sold  
By me mathematics problems can't be solved  
Many of my feelings remain untold  
Somehow my body and mind I can hold  
As I grow old, life is in a different mould; 
As I grow old, heavy weight, I can't uphold  
My decisions, family members withhold  
No interest in items for the household  
To injustice and illegality, I remain blindfold  
As I grow old, I am vulnerable in my stronghold.  
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The Residual Life 
Life begins at sixty is not factual  

It is only residual life in actual  

For the poor and homeless it is brutal 

Life after sixty is mostly cultural  

For majority of people, it is residual; 

The healthy people with money claim so 

With cash in hand everywhere they can go 

Travelling with young partners, they will say wow  

But for the lame duck, the life is very low  

Only with bank balances, life after sixty can glow. 
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Saying No 
Learn the art of saying no  

Always with people, don't flow  

Sometimes, take own path and go  

For none, saying no is a big blow  

Nor your life is becoming narrow; 

Failure to say no can push to the trap  

In the desert you may land without map 

Sometimes, no becomes safety cap 

Between no, and yes, may be, life and death gap 

Must know in life, when to close, yes tap. 
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Fake Friends 
Fake friends are dangerous than enemy  

They will deceive you like the alchemy  

They are only companion to false academy  

Their goal is profit making and blasphemy  

All their words and actions are polysemy; 

We say a friend in need is a friend indeed  

But difficult to get a friend without greed  

Fake friend will fly away, fulfilling own need  

In the name of friendship, enemity will breed  

In life fake friendship, no need to nurture or seed. 
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Chlorophyll 
Photosynthesis is so simply done by plant  

Nature has kept secret it's processing patent  

Energy can be easily converted to matter by chlorophyll  

Animals skin is deprived of food processing mesophyll  

No animal can't do photosynthesis even having xanthophyll 

Simplicity of nature is the greatest miracle  

Life and death in living beings is simple cycle  

Without chlorophyll, there will be no human muscle  

For existence of mankind, chlorophyll is oracle  

If science put chlorophyll on our skin, life will be simple. 
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Game 
For enjoyment animals also play game  

But like humans, their game is not same  

In their game, there is no losers to blame  

Nowadays, humans enjoy only seeing  

Few smart people earn money playing 

Adult people now rarely play in the field  

Because for their children, fortune to build  

Rather than playing, many are busy in gambling  

The beauty and enjoyment of game is trembling  

This year, go to the field with friends and start bowling.  
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House Of Ice 
Conjugal life of husband and wife is home of ice  

No one knows what is there in the life's dice  

Every moment we should be ready to pay a price  

For husbands, wives most of the time sacrifice  

It is better to live alone, rather than marrying twice; 

It is the basic instinct of each partner to advice  

But in that matter, wives always have bigger slice  

Females are better cook and in using spice  

Before speaking, husbands must think thrice  

To keep the house of ice, both partners, be overnice. 
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O Lord 
O Lord, I have accepted all what you gave with smile  

Sometimes, keeping tears in my heart  

Sometimes, with fear and astonishing  

The life I spent was never bed of roses  

Nor the road was a golden experience  

Never made any profit and loss account 

I know, in the end, I have to go irrespective of profit or loss; 

The pleasure and pain, I realized that two sides of coin  

I have to move on and can't separate the joint  

Paid heavy price for honesty, truth and love  

Yet, I move on and try to fly and  live like dove  

Never harmed anyone, but try to show good path 

Never tried in your name, falsehood or holy bath  

Now, kindly lead and light my dark path. 
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College Days 
The meeting ground was for academy  

Enjoyment with friends, no foe or enemy  

Quarrels were foundation of harmony  

Some failed in exam and became alchemy  

No one was serious about blasphemy; 

Friendship was above caste, creed or religion  

Love all hate none was the motto and practical solution  

Beautiful female always had more friends and better resolution  

The bright students pass out with smile and distinction.  
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Biological Need 
Food, sleep and sex are needs basic  

There are also many other instinct; 

As kids, we sleep more eat less  

When we grow, sleep becomes slow  

Intake of food started to grow  

Adulthood brings need for sex 

Love making, always try to make max  

Growing old means, going to square again  

Little food, less sleep and from sex nothing to gain 

Majority of living beings struggle is for food, sex and sleep  

If your biological appetite is well at ninety 

Even our purpose less long life is enjoyable and good.  
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Eternal Sleep 
We enjoy maximum in biological need  

All other physical needs are secondary  

Enjoying food at best restaurant is excellent  

Sleeping well at night till death makes life less turbulent  

We enjoy eating food with friends and dear ones  

But sleep in groups, everyone is reluctant  

For one night with celebrity, people can spend million 

If you are greedy of young companion, there is no solution  

Food is not for filling our hungry stomach alone 

In most of our life's activities, it has clone  

Beyond reproduction, sex has it's beautiful arc  

Finally in the end, in eternal sleep we all stuck. 
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Consumerism 
Consumerism and nucleus family made us more selfish  

Old age social order of community living, they demolish  

Brotherhood and family relations, in reality diminish  

Even the children no more smiles, behaving childish; 

Everyone is busy only for family and self polish  

But blame the society and others for the rubbish  

For our selfishness, the traditional bonding now vanish  

This way, one day, the whole social order will finish  

Existence of humanity and civilization will vanish.  
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Lachit Barphukan, The Legendary 
Warrior 
Lachit was a warrior extraordinary  
Inspiring is his life's commentary  
Assamese military general par excellence  
To the mighty Mughal gave resistance  
His technique of warfare is now military jurisprudence; 
Love for motherland was motivational essence  
His strength, leading from frontline always enhance  
Monitor even at midnight, the preparation sequence  
Killed his own uncle for preparation lethargy and nuisance  
About to kill the priest, for not giving timely clearance; 
Conclusively stopped marching of Islamic progress to east  
For him only, in China and Myanmar, threat to Buddhism is least  
A warrior at par with Shivaji, Rana Pratap, Prithu the great  
Even with serious illness, mighty army, he can easily beat  
During his lifetime, Ahom Kingdom, no one could defeat. 
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The Sun Never Rises 
The sun never rises or set for making us happy  

Sun is static and fixed and never feels nappy  

The life of Sun is bright, glorious and zappy 

Sun is the solar system's centre and pappy  

All planets including our home earth is flappy; 

What we say sunrise is in fact because of our home's rotation  

Saying Sun rises and sets is supreme animal's misconception 

Revolution around Sun gives us time arrow's direction  

Looking at the morning as a new day is hallucination 

Sun will bring better tomorrow, only mental hibernation.   
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Our Virtual Life 
We can't live in present time without our cell phone 

It has now become brain's extended clone 

Every individual may like different ring tone  

But for everyone, it is now life's backbone  

Misplacing our cell phone, we all are prone; 

Cell phone is now important than breakfast  

Without it, our day can't move and will be sunfast  

To keep cell safe, many people use holdfast 

In changing their cells with latest, some are ultrafast  

Cell phone is now our virtual life is soothfast. 
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When Science and Religion Agree 
Thermodynamics say entropy of universe will go on increasing  

So, disorder in our world will never see trends of decreasing  

Cruelty, hatreds, selfishness, wars will be order of the day  

To, peace and brotherhood, no, no, everyone will say  

There will be abnormal increase in the population of gay; 

In the matter of entropy, science and religion are on same track  

Though scientists will say, in religion there is no proven fact  

Hinduism say disorder is increasing since the days of Ramayana  

The same thing is also advocated by Buddhist Mahayana  

The disorder continues to grow irrespective of Dakshinayana or 
Uttarayana. 
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Journey Without Destination 
We all know, life is a journey without destination  

But some companions get down early for whose invitation? 

No reasons we can find even after lot of investigation  

The journey continues through different habitation  

But to know, where we have to get down, no solution; 

The souls exists or not after the journey is immaterial  

To know about after death and solus in mankind is palatial  

The study, research and imagination are substantial  

We don't know, is souls only life's components, residual  

Or our soul is the infinite existence, not perpetual.  
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Our Existence 
Our existence in cosmos is insignificant when we alive 

It is totally immaterial, if after our death our image strive  

Things like love, happiness, joy are meaningless after dive 

Honeybee has no existence outside his hive  

After death, how can one enjoy a car ride on marine drive; 

Whatever respect we get after death, no one know  

During lifetime only, one can enjoy recognition glow  

No value of even the highest award, once life stops flow 

To recognize and appreciate, never be miser and slow 

Tomorrow from a cruel time, you may get the biggest blow. 
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Gender Discrimination 
One female is killed every thirteen minute  

Their voices, orthodox religions try to mute 

Worldwide, discrimination against female is acute  

In the eyes of nature, families are nice and cute 

But to the female, civilized society is brute; 

Gender discrimination, some society refute  

Yet in modern society also, it is not totally dilute  

Some women, as our leaders, we used to depute 

Women head of nations, we used to salute  

But in overall picture, these are only volute; 

In some societies, supremacy of male is absolute  

Asking for equality, women they prosecute  

For misery in the family, women they attribute  

Thousands of women are forced to become destitute  

Primitive golden era of equality, we must restitute. 
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Society Vs Advocate, Doctor And 
Engineer 
Advocate, Doctor and Engineer all are professional  
Engineers are generally self-centred and unidirectional  
Advocates are most of the time social and political  
As life saver, Doctors always get, respect substantial  
Interactions with people by engineers are occasional; 
The system of justice used by advocate is still colonial  
Doctors can't resolve many problems that are hormonal  
Engineers’ solutions are quick and always functional 
To work for people and society is not compulsory, optional 
With Engineers people's bonds are not emotional; 
Doctors can eat the cake and have it too from society  
To get rid of diseases and pain is always a priority  
No one likes to live in confinement, solitary  
To come out of jail is every individual’s priority  
Less attention to Engineers for lacking financial integrity. 
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Support Innovation 
Innovative thinking is important  

Imagination should be vibrant  

Knowledge and skills pertinent  

Memorizing books for degree blatant  

But rush for degrees is still extant; 

Encourage children's unique potential  

Intelligence quotient not mathematical 

For imagination young has better credential  

Parents support for innovation essential  

With proper support, success will grow exponential. 
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Efficiency Of Life And Living 
Efficiency is output divided by input  
If you can't spend you are on back foot 
Even if you earn millions of dollar 
You will never be in the list of scholar 
Alfred Nobel realized after getting a bouncer; 
You may save lot being corrupt and unethical  
No one will ever give you love and respect being antisocial  
Someone giving you salute is circumstantial  
It may be for reasons personal or political  
But in your absence, everyone will comment whimsical; 
Only earning money never make a man truly rich  
With generosity and charity, he much stay on the pitch  
Otherwise, your millions will go to someone as easy catch  
Without scoring a single run, you will lose life's match  
During lifetime and after death, you will remain in a discarded batch. 
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Why Do People Come To Our Lives? 
People come to life and go from life, don't know the reason  

After their departure life becomes a  

un-escapable prison  

To remain in the prison, we have too many reason  

But to go out of prison, we have only one solution  

With God and family, we have to do treason; 

People say, there is life after death and soul never dies  

Then if we try to meet souls elsewhere, why so much cries  

May be to force us to live in prison, people lies  

If killing friends in war is not crime and is glorified  

If someone wishes to go and meet souls, why are people terrified? 
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Junior Artists In Bollywood 
They are neither celebrity nor millionaire  

For food, cloth, shelter, work they share  

Junior artists becoming rich is very rare 

Treatment to them by producers not fair  

But for dance sequence, they have to pair; 

Junior artists don't have money for medical emergency  

Sometimes they have to beg for cash currency  

Their lives are not better than any casual worker  

To get job also, they are forced to pay to broker  

Behind the screen, no own willing to see their hunger. 
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Politician 
Not possible to bell the cat  

He is already very fat  

Now sitting on costly mat 

Don't run after any rat  

Playing with his beloved pet; 

Nowadays, cat knows how to fool  

Free electricity and subsidies best tool  

Poor rats don’t need swimming pool  

With freebies traps, always cat will rule  

Rats should take rest and stay cool. 
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Let Us Act Rational 
All animals struggle for survival  

But they don't have any festival  

They also don't have any ritual  

Animals play games that are natural  

Some animal species are also social; 

For survival, animals also quarrel  

Their fight is justified and logical  

They never start war for reason political  

Only man fight for reasons whimsical  

Human beings thinking is not rational.  
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Expansion Of Universe 
The universe is expanding and expanding directionless  

The infinite cosmos has no direction like we have in the world 

The mystery why and towards which universe is expanding yet to 
unfold  

Different stories and hypothesis the scientists told  

Scientists’ community itself is not unanimous to a theory bold 

One day all these hypotheses will be discarded and become cold  

The infinite universe cannot have a border or edge  

It is a mysterious and infinite pages unfold book  

Once we read a page, the time and space added more pages  

Our acquired knowledge quickly became outdated on backstage  

The thrust to know everything about cosmos is growing  

Yet, the reality and truth about the universe and God is not 
removing.  
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Something And Nothing 
Something can be created from nothing  

Nothing will be the ultimate of something 

The existence of universe is then miracle  

Everything else are evolution and simple  

In something from nothing science cripple; 

Matter, antimatter, energy, dark energy all came from nothing  

Yet, number of fundamental particles, physics, still counting 

Our existence is virtual, and illusion was told thousands years ago 

Now, it is again coming back to our knowledge domain with a logo 

If something is from nothing is possible, many concepts we have to 
forgo. 
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When People Troll 
When people troll  

Have patience, scroll  

In the trap, don't fall  

Go to a shopping mall  

Let them play their ball; 

People troll famous people  

Jealousy is reason simple 

Your popularity will be triple  

Troll will die down in dribble  

During trolls, always be humble.  
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After My Death 
After one month of my death, everyone will forget  

For that, I will not be in the world to regret  

Friends and relatives will be busy to achieve target  

They have to move fast and fight like the light brigade  

By next month, in the market, there will be new gadget; 

After one year, my name will erase from all  document  

In future, no one will require from me any type of endorsement  

Some will be happy that there is no need of debt repayment  

My death certificate will remain as my final achievement  

So, what will happen in future after death, I have no sentiment.  
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Insignificant Me 
I am Insignificant in my locality, city and country  

No one bothers even in social media my exit and entry  

Every individual is busy with their own domestic party  

In the city crowd, I am alone and living solitary  

Together we all, made the social life very dirty ; 

Our significance in the universe is millions time smaller than a dust  

Our lives also in the world for thousands of years do not last 

Only as a social animal, our significance we can cast  

Like a bubble, our existence any moment can bust  

After our departure, wealth, name, fame everything will rust. 
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Unhappy Me 
I am not happy, because I am not deaf, dumb and blind  

In every step of life, exploitation and injustice I find 

My conscience and sensitivity, permanently I can not wind  

If I open my mouth for some underprivileged, friends also mind 

I can't remain silent spectator, hearing words unkind; 

In the morning, when I saw the old pulling a loaded cart  

My sorrow and unhappiness began to start  

On the red light, few beggar knock my car, it touches my heart  

My mind inside can't remain silent and smart 

My happiness without knowing, silently depart.  
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Spiritual Insubordination 
To live hundred years is not my vision  

To eat best tasty food is not my mission  

To have branded clothes is not a solution  

All these cannot make my pain dilution  

For comfort and tranquillity, I need better substitution; 

Denouncing world is also not good direction  

Meditation gives only temporary hibernation  

All religions are now in wrong, ugly position  

From truth, science is still at distant location  

So, I am suffering from spiritual insubordination. 
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No Need Of Anything Material Now 
In life now nothing material to gain  

Future is only for experiencing pain  

How I tolerate pain is question main  

The pain is tying me like a rigid chain  

All efforts to escape pain went in vain; 

Everything was fine and I was flying high  

Storm came and the flight became sleigh  

I could not save my dearest companion  

Though, I thought, I am expert in such situation  

Now except accepting pain, I have no solution.  
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Our Family Cult 
How funny, that I have never lived as an independent adult  

So, now find it very difficult to face time's irreversible assault  

Our family, since great grand Mother’s Day, feminist cult  

Equal treatment and rights in the family is the traditional result  

Sometimes, from neighbours, male has to hear 'henpecked' insult; 

Now, living alone as an independent adult is very difficult  

How can I move as single, in our beautiful midcult 

It is difficult at the age of sixty plus to do somersault  

I have to start afresh from beginning as a nonadult  

Right time for me, to have a mentor or jurisconsult. 
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Life Is Now A Different Game 
Life is now not the same 

With injury, I am lame  

So, it is a different game 

Everyone tries to tame  

For it no one to blame; 

The rules are not different  

I have to play in a new format  

To continue, I can't remain dormant  

Win or lose now not very important  

To complete the game is pertinent.  
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Good Health Alone Can't Guarantee 
Longevity 
Mental problems may be our own creation  

But for many physical problems no explanation  

Even balanced diets can do little dilution  

Exercise is not always the perfect solution  

The healthy one dies without any information; 

Good health alone can't give guarantee of longevity  

No one can predict life with full authenticity  

The journey of life is sinusoidal like electricity  

Life has different yard stick to measure it's elasticity  

Better way is to live life is, live today with simplicity. 
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Live Life More 
You can live life more, if you are contain  

Life will be in the peace and happiness fountain  

For containment, lust and greed you have to restrain  

Minimum resources needed, good health to maintain  

Meditate, smile and eat less, longevity will sustain; 

We work hard for comfort and relaxing later  

But to relaxing when we are fit is always better  

If you are relaxing on hospital bed, it does not matter  

Combining work, retreat and holidaying is smarter  

No one knows, even with millions, one may die of hunger.  
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Inequalities 
Exploitation of women in society is intrinsic  

It is deep rooted in society than the Atlantic  

To torture female, there are too many fanatic  

In the name of religion, they force women to remain static  

In society against women equality, too many critics; 

For generations, women tolerate inequalities  

To serve male in life is considered to be their duties  

Majority of women prefer to remain as sweeties  

More concerned about their dresses and beauties  

Even in modern days, women live lives of inequalities.  
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A Year About To Go 
One more year, from your life, is about to go 

Within few days, this year, you have to forgo 

One year will be unloaded from your cargo 

For the pending jobs, time may put embargo  

Some may find difficulty to move and face vertigo; 

Make your imprint on time before the year elapse  

This year should not be like the previous year's case 

More than eleven months, you have build the base  

Before the whistle blew, complete your race 

Otherwise, a wasted year, again you will face. 
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In The Eyes Of Lord 
O' Lord, I must be very sinful  
Every day is now painful  
Eyes are always tearful  
No need of resources plentiful  
Living longer is now harmful; 
For dark days, I am not at all skilful  
Situation never allowed to be playful  
Whole life, I was never harmful  
Never did bad, which was wilful  
For humanity, I was respectful; 
Always tried to be truthful  
Never became shameful  
Tried to make people joyful  
For society, tried to be useful  
No answer, why in your eyes, I am sinful? 
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Why Don't You Try? 
During the last part of life, no one will measure your shadow  

When your shadow becomes long, open your mind's window  

How to take more from society, you have to forgo  

Your contribution to mankind will be your only logo  

Very few people bothered to remember Gogo; 

No one will appreciate your bank balance once you die  

Better, on your birthday, enjoy distributing apple pie  

If you are generous and kind, successful will be vie  

If you contribute for good, your generosity no one will lie  

Before your shadow sinks in darkness, why don't you try? 
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In The Domain Of God 
No one has seen God, Angel or electron  

But in our brain for their existence firm opinion  

For electron, we have scientific explanation  

For God, Angel and ghost, believe is the solution  

Yet, thousands of years in this belief no dilution; 

In the domain of God, may be matter, energy, time irrelevant  

Only consciousness beyond subatomic level is relevant  

In the making and breaking of cosmos our existence is pertinent  

For existence of galaxies, God must be with supreme consciousness  

Immortal soul with quantum entanglement, science will harness. 
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The Great Liar Politician 
Many people in world are without shame  

For everything, someone they blame  

This is their success mantra and dirty game  

Blaming others, they acquire name and fame 

Never realize that they are mentally lame; 

Liars always claims that they never tell lie  

But from their mouth, every moment lie fly  

Listeners become frustrated and shy  

To stop their lies, everyone afraid to try 

When trapped in their lies, without shame, they cry.  
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Nothing Finally Matters 
Nothing in life finally matter 

So, always try to live today better  

By living today, you become smarter  

Yesterday will never come back, remember  

Enjoy the rain even if there is thunder; 

I will enjoy tomorrow is the biggest blunder  

To your fate, you may be forced to surrender  

Standing before your war damaged home, you will wonder  

Your whole life's hard work may be several feet under  

In the end, the difference between life and death is very slender.  
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The Purpose Of Life 
The purpose of life is to consume food and time  

How to consume better and maximum is prime  

Time is invisible, so most of the people don't worry  

But if they are deprived of good food, they feel sorry  

Consuming time in sports and movies, people are merry; 

People say hundreds of reasons as their purpose of life  

Yet, most important is how to consume time with wife  

Other than food and time consumption, all are secondary  

However, it is necessary to search outside the boundary  

In the end of life, everyone will be in the darkness quarry; 
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Science Now Says We Are Not Real 
We live in a fake world with fake hope  

Don't know how strong our hanging rope  

With opium called religion, we try to cope  

But within a moment, everything may elope  

No one knows, how stiff is the life's slope; 

Whether you win the limited race or lose  

The prizes no one has the option to choose  

Instinct forced us to fly like wild goose  

Better to make you high hopes to loose  

Fight with venomous life, till death, like mongoose. 
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We Came Without Our Wish 
We came here without our wish  

We have to go, even if we don't wish  

We don’t know the reason why we came  

Once we are here, we have to play the game  

If we try to escape early, it is matter of shame; 

Our wishes has no bearing on birth and death  

We can only create our value and wealth  

Yet, we are not allowed to carry a single penny  

Though, we may have unfulfilled desires many  

Better, today enjoy, love, smile and be horny.  
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Rituals 
The purpose of rituals is to facilitate victory of good over evil  

But Indian rituals failed to kill any one of the social devil  

More and more evils enter our society through cavil  

Rituals are making poor man lethargic and bedevil  

To eradicate evil, instead of rituals, be daredevil; 

In the name of rituals, people propagate superstition  

People propagate superstition with big caption  

To eradicate superstition, Indian people have no resolution 

The educated and elite classes are not interested for action  

For superstition, social leaders are creating new notation.  
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I Am Insignificant 
How insignificant, I am in the world, makes me funny  

I decided to make my living in the world today sunny  

Let us smile, dance together and have some honey  

Enjoyable and comfortable will be my remaining journey  

For enjoying together, no one need to pay me any money; 

Our existence in the domain of time is unstable  

Why to create unnecessary disputes and trouble  

Let us resolve everything today, being humble  

Our journey for tomorrow is not certain and measurable  

The arrow of time may hit in the midnight, and I buckle. 
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Remember His Sacrifice 
For speaking truth, brutally he was crucified 

But for his bodily pain, Jesus did not cried 

For the ignorant people, to Father he prayed  

To bring out them from darkness, he tried 

In the hands of cruel sinners, he didn't died; 

To the mankind, he became a torch bearer  

Slowly, cruel people realized their blunder  

His message of love, created healing Wonder  

Christmas spread worldwide like thunder  

This Christmas, love all, his sacrifice, remember.  
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Let's Celebrate Christmas 
Only prophet to sacrifice his own life  

Never had too many concubines or wife  

Hate the sin not sinner, was his message  

He showed mankind, the best passage  

His teachings excellent for mankind's uses; 

Let's celebrate Christmas to remember his sacrifice  

Against hatred, all of us should raise loud voice  

To stop quarrels and wars, his teachings is best device  

For making a better peaceful world, his words suffice  

In words and spirit, love all hate none let's practice.  
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Hypocrisy 
The world is full of people with hypocrisy  

Their opinions are always selfish and noisy  

Double standards people are truly lousy  

For own gains and profits, they are busy  

To fulfil own interest, they make situation massy; 

In life, always be aware of hypocrite people  

Their thinking is complex, never simple  

Your simple life, they can easily cripple  

To deal with them, you must learn how to dribble  

Otherwise, in every steps, they will create trouble.  
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Ask Apology 
In life, everyone has different philosophy  

Every individual is with different psychology 

Each individual also has different ideology  

Different is every human being’s neurology  

Everyone in life write different chronology; 

Someone may be interested to write trilogy  

His friends may be concentrating on biology  

Some others may be busy studying mixology  

In human beings there will be always analogy  

In case of mistakes, it is better to ask apology. 
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Never Stop Moving Forward 
Do good jobs, some people will be jealous  

Do better jobs, some people will be callous  

To make it best, next time, be more serious  

If you stop hearing criticism, it is dangerous  

Never stop doing jobs, which you think are pious; 

Even if we don't move, days, months, years will come  

One day, old age and graveyard will welcome  

No one can stop moving forward, nature will not allow  

Better do good jobs and uncertain future follow  

Till death, whether you move or not, there is tomorrow.  
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Love All Hate None 
Love, truth and honesty are best positive things  

Peace, tranquility and satisfaction they brings  

In search of truth and God we open our wings 

Peace and tranquility of mind never swings  

These virtues are more powerful than the kings; 

When we discard hate, ego, jealousy and violence 

Against hatred and jealousy, love is the best defense  

We can feel the peace and tranquility in silence  

Universal love and brotherhood become our prudence  

To evil forces and bad thinking, mind gives resistance. 
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Play Fife In Your Hometown 
Everywhere in world life is same 

Only different is rule of the game  

Sometimes we give different name  

But, hunger and pain, none can tame  

In graveyard, everyone becomes lame; 

Considering our homeland full of strife  

We migrate for a better quality of life  

Sometimes we separate for good wife  

Nowhere in the world, comfort is rife  

Anywhere in the world, possible to play fife. 
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Beauty For Business 
Beauty is skin deep and for limited period  

Once time up, you may have to live on steroid  

Even the most beautiful Marilyn's life was void 

Too much proud on your beauty, always avoid  

Beauty without brain is only a life of devoid; 

Yet, everyone run after skin deep beauty  

No one is willing to listen to the inner fluently  

Beauty always gets preference over brain  

Our mindset for this, society and history train 

In modern life, use of beauty for business is main. 
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Let Us Live In Boredom 
We are cohabiting with acquired immune deficiency syndrome  

Varieties of hepatitis are our neighbours random  

World is always habitat of corona virus and their fiefdom 

Viruses always protect and expand their kingdom  

From viruses, human beings will never get freedom; 

To protect life from AIDS, human beings use condom 

To co-habitat with covid19 with face masks is wisdom  

With immunity, we have to survive in covid19 gangsterdom  

With time the variants of corona will lose its stardom  

But for the time being, with protective gear, let's live in boredom.  
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Energy And Matter 
Converting matter into energy is easier  

But converting energy to matter is fussier 

All living beings can convert matter into energy  

That is the reason, why we all become hungry  

To convert energy to matter, scientists become angry  

Matter and energy are same, only in different form  

Yet, the process of reversibility is unknown worm  

The God knows an easy process to transform  

This easy process, till now science is unable to perform  

Once we learn the process, mankind will deform. 
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Jesus The Saviour 
Buddha and Jesus tried to make world peaceful  

Conflict and violence for religion is shameful  

For survival of peace, to them, humanity is grateful  

For progress of mankind, their teaching is wonderful  

To none of the living beings, never become harmful; 

If we integrate their teachings, world will be better  

From progress and prosperity, nonviolence always matter 

Loving all and hating none, makes our world bigger  

Following them, mankind and humanity can become prosper  

No one in the world will ever face poverty and hunger. 
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Jealousy Breeds Inferiority Complex 
Jealousy breeds from our own inferiority complex  

Our failure and neighbours success makes it multiplex 

Give attention to your own business to make it simplex  

To perform better and do good, you will have good reflex  

In your life and vision, you will see different index; 

In life no job is inferior, though price tags are different 

If the job gives you livelihood and pleasure, it is sufficient  

Your duty is to perform the job better and efficient  

For greed of money, position, every jobs will be insufficient  

Doing your duty and job effectively is more pertinent.  
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It Is Good To Be Good 
It is good to be good  

Hunger made bad mood  

Poor are forced to steal food  

Honestly poor cannot stood  

The good of poor hangs on rood; 

Poor people are also God's loving lad 

Circumstances forced poor to be bad 

To give up goodness, they became sad 

Because of poverty some become mad  

To follow the good path, they will be glad. 
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Good Health 
Morning walk is good for health  

Good health is precious wealth  

Neglecting health for money is wrong  

Only good health can make you strong  

With good health you can live long; 

Money without health is of limited use 

For joyful happy life you can't muse  

Habitat of your mind and soul, never abuse  

To grab money in lieu of health, always refuse  

In the long run, the gain from good health is huge.  
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Christmas Comes Once In A Year 
Christmas comes only once in a year  

Celebrate Christmas without any fear 

Feel that Jesus is today, our very near  

For mankind, Jesus's teachings are dear  

Forgiving the sinners for killing is rare; 

When we confess our sin before Jesus  

To get out of guilt, we become success  

Before Jesus, evil spirits can never focus  

Give Xmas presents to the poor children  

Together we can make a beautiful garden.  
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Waiting To Reach Ashore 
The darkest New Year’s Eve of my life  

Because I lost my beloved wife  

Every morning when sun rises, I cry  

The day in front is rocky and dry  

When sun sets, I become calm and shy; 

Can't believe she is really no more  

How can I move without the core  

Nothing beautiful now in life's store 

Only misery and tears with chore  

Waiting to reach my final ashore.  
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Sun Does Not Know About New 
Years 
Neither earth, nor sun knows about New Year’s Day  

As usual, from sun to earth will come seven colours ray  

None of the animals or birds will celebrate for new year  

Only for human beings, New Year’s Day is so dear  

Because humans knows that death is coming near; 

Human needs ways and means to pass time in world  

Through celebration passage of time they try to unfold  

There are wines and alcohol for men to overcome cold 

Animals are not lucky as human beings and bold  

Their new year’s remains under the wrap and untold.  
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Days, Months, And Years 
Days, weeks, months, years all are arbitrary  

Yet, these units of measurement are necessary  

We decay every moment is primary  

Life starts before birth in the ovary  

Time is only a decaying process scary; 

Calendar of days is different in different countries  

English new year starts at different times in different boundaries  

Regarding time and date, we have lot of queries  

In the domain of time, we face decay and injuries  

For some people, wasting time is luxuries.  
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The Black Pearl 
He was the emperor of football kingdom  

To dribble the ball inside penalty box, his fiefdom  

With his excellent skills, he can score goals random  

Fair play and respecting opponents were his wisdom  

In football world, he is legend and real fantom; 

A gentleman and perfect ambassador of football  

His contribution to popularize the game is very tall  

During his days communication was poor and small  

Yet his glory and fame, in every nook and corner snowball  

He never scored any goal in the world cup by handball.  
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New Year’s Eve 
Climate change is now serious  

Cold wave in many places furious  

The wind speed is also tremendous  

Going out of home becomes dangerous  

New Year’s Eve will not be humorous; 

Streets, homes, cars all under thick ice  

Before going out to celebrate, think twice  

Better to cook in home, chicken, and rice  

In restaurants double will be the price  

This year's celebration will be simple and nice. 
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Reality Of Imagination 
Sometimes for many, the Moon never rises again  

They have to move with light of fireflies  

Yet, the long darkness also ends one day  

The angel waits to welcome all of them 

When our days will be over, we will be there 

Will see brighter Moon again in quantum world  

Playing with our beloved star friends in another cosmos  

We will be part of it and see  hundreds of smiling Moons 

It is only a matter of time, today, tomorrow or day after 

I can't wait too long, sooner the better if it is reality.  
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Same Track 
We all are running on the same track  

No one can start again going back,  

Someone run for hundred metres  

Someone run for four hundred metres  

And some one for the long marathon; 

Destination is same, own graveyard  

So, for the journey always give regard  

Console, if someone can't move forward  

In the end of journey everyone gets same award 

Even Jesus, Buddha, Muhammad got the same reward. 
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In The Long Run 
In the long run, life has no purpose  

Our actions have reasons, I suppose  

Our journey of life we only compose  

Results of our actions, God dispose  

At the end, our dear body decompose; 

We pass our time in actions and reactions 

Other than this, we have no solutions  

Time imposes on us many sanctions  

Slowly we face our hopes dilutions  

Finally, we die thinking life's illusions.  
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Die Rich 
Everything in life is futile exercise  

It is better to be simple and precise  

Why unnecessarily pay duty excise  

No one has time to bother your demise  

So, make your balance sheet concise; 

Life in remote countryside is bliss  

Though something they may miss  

They get near and dear one's kiss 

From pond, they can eat fresh fish  

In the final count, simplicity is to die rich.  
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New Variant Of Covid19 
Without notice Covid19 came suddenly  

It changed our life and economy firmly  

Thank God, vaccine came to us quickly  

Covid19 is no more hostile and unruly  

But, till now it is not eradicated totally; 

Covid19 is now changing its variant  

So, to follow safety measures pertinent  

It seems Covid19 will stay permanent  

We have to accept it as world's resident 

The future of our lives is more uncertain.  
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One Week of The New Year Gone 
Quickly 
One week of the new year has gone  

Look back, what jobs you have done  

May be, you ate, sleep and did none  

You stayed leisurely in comfort zone 

Think today, and change your tone; 

Soon week will become month quickly  

Months will move to become year, rapidly  

Don't wait for tomorrow to think leisurely  

Today, now is the moment for action timely  

Work to make the second week big, solidly.  
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His Highness 
No confirmation by physics that God does exist  

Darwin's theory of evolution is also persist  

Existence of God, only limited people resist  

To write off God, many scientists also desist  

Only questions, inquisitive human can insist; 

The missing link of Darwin's theory still in darkness  

Even after wars, destruction, people pray for God's kindness  

At certain point, human suffer intellectual blindness  

Pushed logic, reasons and science to the wilderness  

Among mortals, God is and will be always his highness.  
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Partiality 
When Gandhi Ji was partial  

No one in India is impartial  

People act for vested interest  

Leaders live comfortably in nest 

But don't keep others abreast; 

We are partial for caste, creed, religion  

Sometimes partiality for the region  

Partiality is an environmental poison  

In our mindset, it is cultural Imposition  

Making one world, one human race, is the solution. 
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I Can't Oppose 
Life for me has now no purpose  

Living is now painful, I suppose  

This type of journey I never propose  

It is destiny without informing impose 

For survival, new tune, I have to compose ; 

Old baggage and loads, I must disclose  

Many old accounts, I am forced to close 

It is reality, life has too many ramose  

To survive, I have to take little glucose  

Natural instincts too, I can't oppose.  
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The Priests 
Stop running after priest for your salvation  

The rituals give priests financial solution  

Bribing them to meet God is God's humiliation  

Pray to God through clean mind with determination  

To be an honest good man, no need of pristine institution; 

God is omnipotent, merciful and present everywhere  

Why it is needed to run after priests to go somewhere  

God never asked human beings to pay him bribe  

Bribing God was started by the uncivilized tribe  

Modern civilization is not a primitive beehive.  
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Religion And Alcohol 
Religions are carrot for the masses  

God is the stick in the hand of classes  

And the civilization slowly progresses  

So many Gods, man’s history has produces  

Because of God man, religion has many branches; 

The rulers didn't allow free thinking to retain power  

Sometimes they try to control through alcohol shower  

Religion and alcohol both are intoxicating  

For the free thinker’s religion was humiliating  

To kill people for religion, Jihad is instigating.  
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Senses Are Great, Mind Is Greater 
Yes, our senses are great, and we try to satisfy  

But mind is superior and our desires, mind can defy  

The desire of the senses, mind can easily modify  

Our desires the senses cannot rationalize or unify  

Only mind has the power to choose and ratify; 

Animals are driven by senses for satisfying sense  

So, some animals are happy alone, in forest dense  

In case of human, we can never ignore mind's lense  

For mind, sometimes we are in dilemma and tense  

If we can't control our mind, we are unhappy in manse.  
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Miracles Rarely Happen 
Even with zero probability we always hope  

Then it becomes difficult for us to cope  

We try futile to join the damaged rope 

With our hope today and tomorrow elope  

When we realize, we are at bottom of the slope; 

It is good to hope for the best, yet prepare for the worst  

But in hope, many other better possibilities we lost 

To hope for the miracles to happen, we suffer utmost 

In the hope for the miracles, our life may roast  

Remember, it is mind, that creates demon and ghost . 
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Who Imagined God? 
God was imagined by chauvinist male  

So, lesser rights were given to female  

In one religion, female goes only to hell 

Heaven has no one for them to ring bell  

Supremacy of male, every religion tell; 

Gay and lesbian have no place in heaven  

Their identities all religions had stolen  

Had God been imagined by a gay prophet  

We would have played gay God trumpet  

If anyone say God is lesbian, there will be tempest.  
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Everything Is Now History 
Everything in my life is now history  

Living for future is big mystery  

Not getting taste in any pastry  

Future is not anymore, my territory  

But the morning pushes the boundary; 

Past, present, and future now same dimension 

So, to move forward big hesitation  

But to remain static, there is no option  

Moving on with the masses is only solution  

But not at all aware of the moving direction.  
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I Am Nothing 
I am nothing  

Yet I am something  

Life is progressing  

Every day I am dressing  

Time is quietly passing; 

Life is nothing but gambling  

We need careful dribbling  

Each question is puzzling  

Answers are not dazzling  

Age comes quickly for dumping.  
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Look At the Larger Picture 
The small place called world is so diverse  

I become surprised thinking about universe  

The nearest star is far away in light years  

Our petty minds always busy in slow gears  

For death and uncertainty everyone fears; 

When we look at the larger picture in mind  

The vastness of our life also we can find 

To respect diversity, even to an ant be kind  

But our fear and greed always make us blind  

The vastness of the universe no one can unwind.  
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Miracle 
Miracle never happened in my life  

Praying for miracles, I lost my wife  

We were falsely taught, miracles do happen 

So, for miracles, our minds are always open  

To deceive man, miracle is a false weapon; 

Miracles are sold by merchants of religion  

Without experience, never believe their opinion  

Things will happen as it has to happen as per law of nature  

No miracle or God can change our destiny and future  

Live the moment and enjoy it as it comes before present rupture.  
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Newspapers Now 
A place of deceit, horror, death, and infidelity  

Papers lost their past golden days and solidarity  

Editorials becomes advertisements losing integrity  

No newspaper has now a days the power of infinity  

It is a business now losing its ethics and ethnicity; 

Once upon a time newspapers were torch bearer 

Their opinion and views all citizens share 

False, fabricated and hateful news was rare 

Now except profit, for society newspaper doesn't care  

Yet for the survival of newspaper, we should do prayer.  
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No One Knows 
No one knows what is on the other side  

But if it is there, certainly it will be wide  

No domain of time with bumpy ride 

No jealousy, ego, quarrel, and pride  

Only love, peace and happiness tide; 

Everyone is afraid of going there  

Though life is full of bitterness and not fair  

They got only struggle as their share  

Even than one must go when time care  

To move forward silently to the other side is wiser.  
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Just Do It 
Time is only an illusion  

It moves in one direction  

Utilizing it is the solution  

Else it will be hallucination 

Life will be unsettled litigation; 

Money is not time's substitution  

Health has also time limitation  

Present moment is your position  

Next moment will be different vibration  

Just do it, tomorrow may be bad situation.  
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Living In the Past 
When we live in the past  

Our future starts to rust  

Present will fly like dust  

For long today will not last  

To live in the present is just; 

Past, present, future makes a triangle  

None of the three in life can remain single  

Even two can make only one angle  

Remember life is like a bubble  

Living in past will create trouble. 
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Abandoned Pack 
Even if we look back, life will not stop, it will move on  

We can't stop the loved one's untimely separation  

Time will flow as usual and so also respiration  

No one will bother your cry and desperation 

To move on with the beautiful memories is only solution; 

Since time immemorial birth and death is the process  

On this path only, the human civilization progress  

Nature has not given us any option to stop or go back  

Sometimes we became tired and motivation we lack  

If we don't move, time will throw us to the past as abandoned pack. 
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Engineers Day 
Engineers are also human being  

Same songs many engineer sing  

Some engineer became too greedy  

Whole life for money they remain needy  

Ultimately many dies as corrupt rowdy; 

Engineers are builders of the nation  

But collapse of ethics now infuse poison  

Developing morality and ethics is solution  

Technology alone can't give better situation  

Let honesty, innovation be Engineer’s Day resolution. 
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Spread Smile And Joy 
Always spread smile and joy  

Jump and play like a young boy 

With smile your life will be colourful  

In every activity you will remain cheerful  

Even to enemy you will not be harmful; 

To spread joy, you don't need money  

Your smile can be used for it as honey  

Good behaviour and smile can break ice  

To others, your body language should be nice 

To spread smiles and joy there is no price.  
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Is Ignorance Bliss? 
Sometimes I think, ignorance is bliss true  

But if I follow this path, many truths I will miss 

I will become prisoner of my own Blackbox  

Knowledge and vision will be too narrow and hazy  

The path towards truth and beauty will be closed  

It is better to suffer and accept pain for truth  

Inquisitiveness and imagination is better path to salvation  

Adam and Eve didn't follow the path of ignorance  

That is why today we are at the peak of civilization  

No one can taste nectar and sweetness of life with ignorance  

My mind will never be happy and peaceful in fools paradise.  
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Bihu 
Bihu is cultural lifeline of Assamese people  

The concept of Bihu is for brotherhood and simple  

In Bihu floor the rich, poor, mighty all must be humble  

Everyone can dance freely without creating trouble  

To unite Assamese people Bihu is always capable; 

Dancing, singing and eating together is the core concept  

Equality of all, every participant must accept  

Peppa and Gagana are Assam's unique trumpet  

Bihu united Assamese people above caste and religion  

For a conflict free society Bihu festival, a good solution.  
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My Heart Is Broken 
My heart is totally broken  

I am now a headless chicken  

Without alcohol, I feel drunken  

Everything happened all of a sudden  

Life is now becoming a big burden; 

My emotional crisis no one can solve  

Yet with the burden, I have to move  

I am still alive, only movement will prove  

As time goes on new things will evolve  

In the end, in graveyard everything will dissolve. 
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Women's Day 
Seminars, workshops, panel discussions  

Recitations, felicitations prize distributions 

Society thinks, this is path to women's liberation  

For one day, everyone busy for quick fix solution  

But for true empowerment of women, need is revolution  

Gender inequality can be eradicated only through mental evolution  

The age-old religious beliefs need substitution  

Mediaeval mindset of feudal lords and priests need modernization  

The seminars and workshops are only to showcase few 

For empowerment of rural women, we need economic concepts new 

Without education and economic self-sufficiency gender inequality 
will stay  

Technology and skills can give women new hope and equality in pay. 
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Sex And Brutality 
God created man and woman and ordered them to multiply  
Both were given equal rights, responsibility and opportunity  
No new life can bear without union of the male and female  
All mammals followed this before man and woman was created  
The nature, environment, ecology and biodiversity in equilibrium  
The man became wiser and realized the pleasure of sex 
They made, sex commodity of market to gain pleasure and money  
Traded women like any other female animals like goat or sheep  
For pleasure, male brutality became fearful and deep  
Polygamy accepted even by religions for sexual desire of male 
In many geographical locations, freedom of woman became pale  
Man became wiser in the process of civilization 
And so, continued the use of woman as commodity through 
prostitution  
For the God given equality, the society has no solution  
Forget about domestic violence and suppression in poor countries  
Even in so called advanced countries, women are brutalized  
In unnatural blue film, for pleasure, helpless women are utilized.  
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Support Women of Iran On Women's 
Day 
Man become physically strong in the process of evaluating  

Making women emotionally stronger, nature find balancing solution  

Only women have the unique capability to reproduce human being 

Wife is the mother of the child is a unexpressed hidden thing  

Nature made the division of labour for perfect balance  

But man made the system imbalance for chauvinist gain 

The days of physical superiority to control has gone  

With superior mental stability, now time is femininity's turn  

Religion can't suppress the equality of women any more  

For their rights, women in Iran has taken the right path  

Let's hope soon they will win and prove that women power is bright.  
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Visible And Invisible 
The apple is visible, not the force of gravitation  

Invisible air determines whether we are alive or dead  

The force of electricity and magnetism no one can see 

The invisible time flows very fast, though it is free  

Invisible sound is called Brahma, we can only feel  

Strangest invisible thing mind is very, very real 

Viruses and fundamental particles no one had seen  

To know about invisible soul, everyone is keen  

There are dimensions beyond human body can feel  

Since time immemorial, God is invisible and thrill 

Only visible alone not the world, galaxy and cosmos  

The invisible has greater power and impact, nature to unfold.  
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Victory Of Life 
Under the rubble of earthquake destroyed building, a child is crying  

The victory of life over death is continuing since time immemorial  

Sometimes the mother dies giving birth to a child, leaving alone  

But, the life of newborn moves on, defeating the death  

Civilizations were ruined again and again by natural forces  

Yet, man rebuild and move forward forgetting the past  

The process of evolution and extinction has never stopped  

That is why today, we the human beings are in this world  

Epidemic, pandemic has never been able to stop the fittest  

In the present domain of time, that is why human life is best. 
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Don't Count Waves, Be Surfer 
I can't count the waves of the ocean  

It is purposeless and useless for me 

But I can be a surfer of the waves and enjoy  

The high tides make fearless to face danger  

With courage and confidence, I can face thunder  

Sitting on shores, counting waves, I made no blunder  

Fearing high tides and hostile sea, I didn't surrender  

With practice, now my only goal is perfection  

Even tsunami can't now stop my surfing determination  

Once we fix our goals, may be in sea, sky or land or anything else  

With determination, persistence and practice, success we can trace. 
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Heart Failure 
A complex biological efficient pump is called heart 

Inside mother's womb, to work, the machine start 

Continuously works all the time without rest  

When we run, the pump is put under test  

No standby, no spare pump, efficiency is maximum  

Once it stops, life becomes dead and moves to graveyard  

Even with best care and exercise, heart's beats are unpredictable  

The so-called healthy man is also face heart failure, not invincible  

Like earthquake, no one can predict timing of heart failure  

The bold, beautiful, rich and poor instantly becomes last journey's 
sailor 

Love people, nature and mankind as long as heart is pumping  

Enjoy life like a child laughing, smiling and jumping. 
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Move One Step Today 
One drop, two drops and they make the spring  

Springs come together to make a flowing river  

Nile, Amazon, Ganges, Brahmaputra and more  

All of them flows towards the sea and ocean shore  

But every river, the little raindrops are the core  

Small things when accumulated day after day 

And withstand thunderstorms and visible, invisible ray  

Become a big thing, success story, in front of our eyes  

To achieve success and glory in one day, some people tries  

They forget the age old saying "Rome was not built in a day" 

For the quick fix attempts to success, prices they pay 

Work simple and small things every day in the journey  

Winning a trophy, certainly will end your tourney.  
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Be Like River Dolphins 
The river dolphins come out of water for few moments  

Again, goes down the river to do activities and work  

Not at all bothered what is happening outside water  

Be like a river dolphin and immerse in your work 

When tired or exhausted, come out for fresh air, show your presence  

Don't bother for the onlookers and observing crowed 

Let them be judgemental and happy looking at you 

Because they knew that you are one of the successful few 

Have a break and immerse in your passion under the veil  

Speed up your submarine, nobody can observe or comment  

When you finally reach the shore, the critics will welcome you with 
garlands.  
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Learning From Nature 
No one teaches a newborn how to cry and when to cry  

It is coded in the information technology of human  

The child learns to smile and speak from observing surroundings  

We learned to crawl of our own and the family became happy  

Walking one step, two steps and then running is natural process  

No one teaches fishes how to swim in the water  

Allow the kids to learn from nature and their genetic code  

Putting them in fast forward mode is harmful and rude  

In the name of rat race and competition, we spoil natural talents  

After induced success, killing the potential, later people repents. 
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What I Believe Hardly Matters 
What I believe or don't believe hardly matters to universe  

What you believe or don't believe is also hardly matters to universe  

The galaxies are expanding and going away from each other 

The universe is expanding non stop further and further  

Stars are born and died, galaxies are born and died  

Yet the expanding universe is only expanding and expanding  

No time to look back to the dead star or once flourished galaxy  

As if, if it stops to expand, there will be bigger fatalities  

The rotation and revolution of earth is so insignificant for universe  

Even than the living beings in earth are solar system's treasures 

Our life is too small to measure in the context of infinite nature  

Yet, enjoy, smile, dance in momentary life, for society and nature take 
care. 
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